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Placement Totals 
Reach New High 
In Local Bureau 
Cook Reports 124 Jobs Received 
By Eastern Graduates Already 
This Year; News Records 
Three Weeks' Total 
Placement totals reached 124 for 
the current year, according to a report 
released by the Placement bureau 
headed by Dr. W .W. Cook. Place-
ments recortied in the past two weeks 
are as follows: 
Hazel Haskett, high school, teach-
ing home economics at Stonington, 
Ill.; Marjorie E. Finley, high school, 
Edgewood, lil.; Louise Greeson, rural, 
Four-mile school, Gays, Shelby county; 
Josephine Thomas, primary depart-
ment, Elmhurst, lil.; Lorene Thelma 
Heinlein, intermediate grades, Hinds-
boro, Ill.; Blanche Waters, rural 
school, Douglas county, Arcola, Ill.; 
(Miss Waters was the hundreth place-
ment). 
Harriet M. Moore, rural school, 
Moultrie county, Sullivan, lil.; Eve-
lyn F . Morgan, fourth and fifth grades, 
Rardin, lil.; Elizabeth Schertiger, 
rural school, Champaign county, Sa-
dorus, Ill.; Ada V . . Scherer, rural 
school, Douglas county, Arcola, Ill.; 
Mildred Neudecker, intermediate 
grades, Worden, Ill.; Grace E. Kortum, 
intermediate grades, . Robinson, Ill.; 
Jimmie Evers, high school, teaching 
and coaching, Stewardson, Ill.; Mildred 
Richey, high school, teaching English, 
Latin, mathematics, Alvin, Illt' Max-
. _ h 1 eac .... 
me R. Harrod, high .Efn{Ifsh, gener~l 
science, Alvin, Ill.; Shirley Jane Har-
rod, intermediate grades, history, Rob-
inson, lil.; Mary Josephine Baker, high 
school, teaching home economics, Eng-
lish, Sidell, Ill. 
Opal Davis, rural, Willow Grove, 
Kansas, Ill .; Lydia K. Neumeyer, 
grades, Georgetown, Ill.; Russell Spic-
er, rural, Jenkins, Vermilion county, 
Westville lil,; Blanche M. Heath, rural, 
News Wins First Place in ICP A Contest 1Presi1ent Places 
_ +---- V arrety of Items 
JOHNS, TRULOCK TEST 
POPULARITY TODAY 
• One Will Head Union 
Gene Johns and Dale Trulock 
were nominated by petition as 
candidates for president of the 
Men's Union for 1937-38. The 
election is being held simultan-
eously with the distribution of 
the News this morning at a 
mass meeting of the Union. 
Johns will be a junior next 
year. He is a member of Fi-
delis and hails from Enfield, 
Illinois. 
Trulock will be a senior next 
year. He is a member of Phi 
Sigma Epsilon and a two letter 
man in football. 
Office Completes 
Term Exam Card 
C t A d ]BARLow To sPEAK AT In Copper B ap ures War JOURNALISTS' FESTIVITY OX 
For Seventh Year. 0 • To Be Held at Mattoon Repository Contains P a p e r s, 
Bulletins, Books, Representing 
Offerings of State, College 
City; Pennies Total 369 
Includes 8 Other Honors: 
Firsts; Two Seconds; 
Third; Three Mentions 
Two 
One 
R. R. Barlow, assistant pro-
fessor of journalism at the 
University of illinois, will be 
the headlined speaker at the 
Sigma Delta-News staff ban~ The copper repository to be placed in 
To climax the Teachers College quet tonight, at the U. S. Grant the cornerstone of the Health-Educa-
News' most successful year in journ- Hotel, Mattoon, at 7 o'clock. Mr. tion building contains: 
alistic competition in its history, Barlow has just spent a year For the state of Illinois: 1. Letter of 
staff members brought back from touring Europe and will speak April 1, 1937, from Federal Emergency 
the Illinois College Press associa- on conditions there Administration of .Public Works, ·au-
tion convention held at Normal uni- Another feature of the evening thorizing building project; 2. Bluebook, 
versity May 8 and 9 another first will be a quick trip through State of Illinois, 1934-36; 3. Dire<:tory, 
place in the best newspaper con- the News, hitting the high- 60th General Assembly. 
test. spots. Several guests and .. For the College: 1. Freshman Hand-
The award is the seventh consecutive alumni of the staff will be book, "The Counsellor"; 2. Current 
first for the News in this contest and present. 11936-37 catalog; 3. Summer School Bul-
brings the total of first places won letins, 1935, 1936, 1937; 4. Student Di-
to eighteen in the three yearly con- Starr Puts Fr·n a l rectory, 1936-37; 5. Housing Rules, 
tests entered. In the words of Mr. TT 1936-37, for Men .and Women; 6. Alp-
Charles E. Flynn, director of the Illi- j Touches on Book proved list of Rooming Houses for Men 
nois press body and professor of .l 4 and Women; 7. T.he 1936 Warbler; 8. 
journalism at the University of Illi- Selected issues, The Teachers College 
. t f' 1 b ·n nois, "It appears to be a tradition Mr. Franklyn Andrews and the War- New:; ; 9. Memori::tl Bul!etin concerning Sprmg quar er ma exams egi that the News shall win the contest, President Livingston C. Lord, issued 
Wednesday, May 26 and continue and the tradition was not broken bier heads, Aline Claar and Joe Kelly, by Illinois State Teachers Ass'n. 
through the rest of the week. As us- journeyed to Springfield Wed., May 5 this year." " . , For Public Education: 1. Oopy of 
ual, they will be held in the class The Northern Illinois of DeKalb was to piCk up ~~s and ends of work . at "The Illinois Teacher'; 2. Copy of "T.he 
rooms unless otherwise specified in the second, and the Bradley Tech of ~he J:l· ~- Williamson company, which Joun1al of the National Education As-
folJowing schedule. Some changes are Bradley third. I~ ~mtl~; t~e yearbook this year. All j s'n." 3_ The 1936_37 Educational Direc-
anticipated. In fourteen sub-contests offered 0d t e teh I ori_alt matter has been rush- tory .for Illinois; 4. Bulletin, Illinois 
Wednesday, May 26-8:00 to 9:45: for individual entries, the News won e 0 e prm er Cong.ress of Parents and Teachers; 5. 
Art 48, All Botany 22, Education 52, a total of eight awards. The local The book is now at press. It is hop- National P-arent-Teacher Magazine. 
English 51, I and II English 34, Ind. ed that it will be ready for distribution For the City of Charleston: 1. The 
Arts 46, I Education 23, Physics 37, (Continued on Page 10) by the end of this week. Story of Charleston, Bulletin 90, E. I. 
History 40, II Geometry 28, Ind. Arts I . S. T. C.; 2. Industrial Survey of Char-
26, Latin 22, Phys. Ed. 38, I and II D c s s w·II 1-eston, made by the Ohamber of Com-
English 26 r pooner I Present merce; 3. Charleston in Pictorial Re-
9:50 to i1:35: All10:45 classes unless • • • view, The Kiwanis Club; 4. Copies of 
~~:r:':ts:ya3s~.igned in the schedule, All FI·nal Culture Survey Lecture "The Charleston Daily News"; 5. Copies 
of "The Charleston Daily Courier"; 6. 
1:00 to 2:45: All English 25, Chern- The current Telephone Directory; 7. 
istry 45, French 35; Mathematics 40, By Reba Goldsmith man who can come out of it after a Oopy Of Business and .Professional Wo-
History 45, I Geometry 28, History 48, f , men's Magazine; 8. Copy of The Ki-
"Many of our social ideas run coun- ew years. Georgraphy 40, Zoology 40. K 1 · t t d d wani.s Magazine; 9. Copy of The Ro-ter to zoological knowledge," said Dr. een Y m eres e , we presse the 2 50 t 4 35 All H ' t 35 d 39 · t s f tarian; 10. Copy of The American Le-: o : : IS ory an C. S. Spooner of the zoology depart- qme Dr. pooner or more e:xamples. 
in the Assembly room, French 45, "Well," he continued, "the aim of the gion Magazine. 
ment in his quiet way, and then pro- !Misc-~llaneous: 1. Copies of the Chi-
Home Econ. 46, Chemistry 42, Botany ceeded to make astoundi-ng compar··1-_ engineer recently has been to have 32 cago Tribune and the Chicago Herald-
' Art 35 and 45 · sons between scientific knowledge and the te::nperature in our homes fixed, Examiner for May ·7, 1937, telling of 
(Continued on Page 10) Thursday, May 27-8:00 to 9:45: All present social practices such as char- so that it w?.n't change. the year the destruction of the Hindenbur.g; 2. 
---EisT Hygiene 20 in Assembly Room, All ity, prison reform, and mass produc- ar~und .. Physically, that IS a de~d- Poem "Monical's Ideal" by Paul Chit-
s C 8:00 classes unless otherwise assigned, tion. Dr. Spooner will supplement and I enin_g thmg to do. Changes, are stlm-ummer t 1 t t tenden; Sports Guide Women's Ath-OUrSe 0 Botany 47, Art 51. explain such implications in his cultur- ~ u a mg 0 man. We don t ~an~ ~ letic Association, EI.STC; 4. Home<:om-o(J~ N b 9:50 to 11:35: All Physics 31, All 9:50 al survey talk, "The Contributions of constan_t-temperature ove~ to hve_ Inl. 4 H 1 d d th . k ing Souvenir. The Campus View; 5. er Uffl erS 1' classes unless otherwise assigned, All Zoology to Modern Life," next Thurs- ~· ,, e, smi e • a_ n en aaded qw_ c -Y, I t h t t S::tck of peiini·~ donated by various Geography 20 classes. day afternoon. His will be the last 'in m no s_aymg w a we are gomg_ 0 
-- d b t t d t d b t t :t::er::;ons, 369 in number; 6. List of em-
1: 00 to 2:45: All 1:00 classes unless this year's series of nineteen talks I 0 a ou I ' you un ers an • u JUS Dr. Quincy Guy Burris has scheduled th _ . d I d II Al b · I pointing out the conflict of aims." ployes, EiiSTC, May 8, 1937; 7. Copy 
four numbers for the summer enter- ~6 ~;Ise t_assi~~e Ed a~ 45 ege ra , "I shall approach my su'bject from '! "Handling of criminals has, in the of the Roman Catholic Prayerbcok; 8. 
tainment course. The Coffer-Miller 2. 50 u~a ~~~5 . All ~~;; IO~ · nl two main standpoints," replied Mr. 1 past, been entirely wrong from a brio- Oopy of the .Protestant Holy Bible; 9. players, who have been here twice be- th. . o . . . d . c asses u ess Spooner when we interviewed him on 'I· logical point of view. Two men are Personal cards of m:lny pe~·soi1S pres-
f 1 · "Th st t f 0 erwise assigne • I and II Algebra his lecture "and they are the eco- . . . ent t 1 · f th t 10 ore p aymg e ree s o New 36 Education 22 and 32 in .. Assembly . ' . . . I conviCted of a cnme. One man IS a aymg o . e cornersuone; . 
York," will present a show called , nomiC and soClal appllcatiOns. The perfectly safe for he will never com- Photographs of "The Lake" and of the 
Room Art 38 · -d - 11 k b t h ' 
"Shadows Across the Throne" June 21 . . ', · economic SI e IS we nown, u muc mit another crime. We shut him up laying of the cornerstone. 
as the first offering. This company . Fnday, May 28 - 8:00 _to 9 : 4~: All of the social s'ide is either not gen- with hardened criminals and rum '"'aTe---
has been popular here. 8.55 classes unless otherwiSe assigned, ually known or not -applied. his life. The ~ther man should be 
c. William Duncan, columnist from All Zoology 22 classes; 9:50 to 11 :35 : "Consider what we know about locked up and never released. In many 
the Philadelphia Evening Public Led- All 2 :50 cl_~; l:OO to ~: 45 : Ali i heredity. Man is an animal, and cases it is possible to detect this dif-
ger, will lecture on "Names in the classes confllctmg at other times. hence the fundamental zoological prin- ference. 
News" here July 8. Mr. Duncan is a EtsT ciples apply to him. In many social ElsTc---
personal friend of Mr. c. P. Lantz and F. URBANCEK ESCAPES activities we forget that and expect A t J 1• B 
Dean Hobart F. Heller, who are also INJURY IN AUTO WRECK results biologically impossible. Take I r u I~n ecom~s . 
from Pennsylvania. mass production, for example. One President of JF:~dehs 
Four days later_ July 12 _the na- Frank Urbancek, '40, escaped injury man does a monotonous job day after 
tionally famous master of marionettes, when an intoxicated driver hit the car day, and yet we expect him to be an Arlow Julian accepted the highest 
Tony Sarg, will speak and illustrate in whi-ch he and his older brother and alive and interested human being dur- office bestowed by Fidelis last Tuesday 
the lecture with marionette skits in sister were driving Sunday, west of ing those hours when he is not work- evening, May 4, assuming the presidency 
the auditorium. Nokomis. The ot!hers received minor ing. The monotony of his job kills all as Joe cu.rry, '37, l2id down the duties 
As the final number, Kathryn Janie cuts and bruises when the car over- intellectual activity he might have, he has carried out in 1936-37. In addi-
Southerlin, former operatic star and 1 turned. Frank is back in school. and we know that it is an exceptional tion to work as house president, Julian 
now teacher of voice at the University also has been appointed quartermaster 
of lilinois School of Music, will lecture D Q G B R l T • of the Fid-elis Dining Service which 
and sing airs from the scores of the 1 r. . . urris e eases .l entatrve will be in operation this summer -and 
Gilbert and Sullivan shows with which next year. Julian will be a senior next 
she was associated in New York. Sher- Two Year Entertainment Schedule yea.r. 
man Schoonmaker is her accompanist Dave Kessinger, Men's Union presi-
in their July 26 appearance. Dr. Bur- A two-year plan d::signed to build up haps Seumas MacManus ol' Carl Sand- 1 dent this year, was elected vice-presi-
ris, who was · acquainted with Miss an entertainment course fund by cap- bUI'Ig. Another money-maker, pr-ob- dent of the local social fraternity while 
Southerlin at the University, vouches italizing upon t:1e large floor-spac-e in ably Richard Halliburton, the increas- Glenn Sundermann was named treas-
for her excellence. the new gym was propos~d to the En- ingly popular traveler-author-le~turer, urer, another major office. Marian 
Dr. J. Glenn Ross will take care of tertainment boSJrd by its cha:r:man, Dr. may a.ppear in the spring. Greene and Walt Ritchie are corres-
the Entertainment course program in 1 Q. G. Burris, last week. It wa.:; unan- Dr. Burris emphasized the fact that ponding and recording secretaries, 
the absence of Dr. Burris, who will imously accepted. all these plans are purely tentativ-e. It "''n 
teach in New Mexico this summer. If ·the entertainment fund is not cut may be impossible to bring the movie REMEMBER REQUIREMENT 
---EisTc next ye:::r, Dr. Burris men.ns to con- stars mentioned above. FOR GRADUATION MINORS 
Commencement to 
Be Held May 31 
Eastern's commen:::ement for the 
graduating classes of 1937 will ·be held 
in the college auditorium at 10 o'clock 
a. m ., Monday, May 31. 
The processional .and recessional will 
be played by Prof. Friederich Koch of 
the Music department. The invocation 
will be offered by the Reverend E. E. 
Atherton of the Charleston M. E. 
church. The commencement address 
will be presented by Dr. Paul C. Pack-
er, dean of the College of Education 
of the University of Iowa. This will 
be followed hy the conferring of de-
grees, diplomas, and scholarships and 
the singing of Alma Mater. 
---EISTc---
HONOR SOCIETY TO FETE 
INITIATES, NEW OFFICERS 
CHOIR WINDS UP SEASON centrate his money upon a winter mu- With the capital thus produced, it 
sical number, bringing a top-notch 1 would be possbile to bring a more ex-
performer for the opening cf the new pensive number in 1938-39, perhaps a The Women's Symphonic Choir made 
ts last publi-c appearance of a full year 
ast Thursday morning at 10:30 .at the 
i'irst Christian church of Charleston. 
Kappa Delta Pi will hold a combined 
installation and initiation breakfast 
Sunday morning, possibly at the 
Rocks. Paul Wakefield and Fern Web-
ster, seniors selected for pledgeship, 
will be initiated, and the following 
.Miss Blanche Thomas, registrar, re.: officers elected at a meeting Monday, 
minds all students in a four year high May 10, will be instailed: 
The program was presented to the 
District Missionary Convention meet-
' g .at that time. 
auditorium. It seats f~om 2500 to 3000. Metropolitan star. 
Dr. Burris is considering Gladys Aside from the proceeds such per-
Swarthout and Grace Moore, either. of formers would draw, .a favorable as-
whom he is sure would draw .a capac- pect of the plan is that it would be 
ity crowd. A less .ambitious number excellent advertisement of the new 
would supply fall entertainment, per- building, Dr. Burris pointed out. 
school curriculum that they must have Dale Trulock, president; Louise Tym, 
two graduation minors. This require- vice president: Clarice Cunningham, 
ment of the Illinois Examining Board recording secretary; Elizabeth Covalt, 
goes into effect after July 1, 1937. Stu- corresponding secretary; Stanley Elam, 
dent.s should keep it in mind when treasurer; Dorothy Dowell, historian; 
planning their programs. ' Elizabeth Widger, social chairman. 
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R. Cox Builds lA Open House to Feature This Steam Engine, Thresher Ea:rth History 
Midget Outfit 
Project May Be Seen in Frommel 
Hardware Store Window 
Ross Cox '37, an industrial arts stu-
dent and president of the department-
al club this year, has done his last 
work upon a miniature steam engine 
and thresher before it will be shown 
as one of the feature displays at the 
Industrial Arts Hobby Show and 
Open House. At the present t ime, 
Ross is polishing and putting the fin-
ishing touches on his creation. 
Until Wednesday of this week, this 
model may be seen in the Industrial 
Arts club display window at From-
mel's hardware store; but until you 
have seen it run, you cannot appreciate I 
it fully. To see this is alone enough I 
to justify attending the Open House. I 
"An interest in engines and a na-
tural love to build," says Ross, "were 
my reasons for starting this engine, 
Confo to Meet 
Saturday morning at ~ o'clock, May 
22, -persons interested in the Earth His-
l ~ory F'ield confer_en~e, field work spon-
l
._,or·ed by the Tilmms e tate Geological 
Survey of Urbana, illinois, will assem-
ble at the high school in Greenup for 
I a day's work in the study of the ear th features of Cumberland and Jasper 
I 
count!es. 
The group is made up of science 
I t e-aehers of the surroundin 51 high schools and cclleges and intBrested lay-
j men. Dr. George Ekblow from the Sur-
' 
vey D~partment will h ave charge. It is 
plannej t o study the following fea-
tures: Pennsylvanian (cool measures) 
formation; Illinoisan drift; valley fill ; 
;;errao~s; s:wd dunes; and Embarrass 
valley development . There will be a 
::h : nce for fossil collecting. 
whlch 1.s buUt to one fifth scale and I Ross Cox rides an old hobby in a I was a real miniature steam engine. , by that engine will be on display a t 
which is modeled from a real engine. new way every year. Last year it This year a pint sized thresher run the Annual IA Open House. 
This conference is the nearest to 
E ::ts tern of any to be held this year. 
'Yne geology class and many from the 
other geography classes will at tend. 
Miss Rose Zeller, as organization chair-
man. suggests tha't anyone who is in-
terested in going or anyone who can 
furnish a .car should get in touch with 
her soon. 
It is complete with pop off valve, 
water guage, pressure guage, clutch, 
reverse, and throttle. A governor is to 
be added. I have built enough parts 
that didn't work to have built two 
engines." 
Many of the parts he has made by 
hand. The wheels, which required t he 
drilling of nearly two hundred h oles 
with a small hand drill, he made en-
tirely. All of the fifteen hundred 
holes on the engine were drilled by 
hand. The major part of the work on 
the engine he did at home using as 
tools a soldering iron, tin snips, a 
hand drill and bits, a hack saw, a file, 
a vise, a screwdriver, and pliers. 
Sources of parts for the engine are 
many and varied. The governor is 
from an old phonograph. The air com-
pressor parts are from junked cars. He 
made use of an old fire extingui'Sher, a 
speedometer, a Ford coil. The gears 
are a combination of lawnmower gears 
and gears from the window raiser of a 
car. The valves are made out of stop 
cocks from Eastern's old power house. 
All such parts had to be made over. 
It.s three hundredths horse power, 
which Ross computed by means of a 
physics formula, pulls it around and 
skids its whee s on occasion very real-
istically. The boiler has withstood a 
pressure of sixty pounds although the 
engine will run well on forty. 
"I have worked on this in my spare 
time during the last three years. It 
comprises some three thousand hours 
of work and it would nave been more 
had I had the time." With this last 
statement Ross Cox hurried off to a 
carpentry class leaving a marvelling, 
bewildered reporter. 
---EaeTc----
Carrell, Endsley Win 
ln. District Contest 
From TC only Bob Carrell and 
Carol Endsley were able to pull places 
out of the Mattoon high school dis-
trict track meet won by Decatur 
Saturday, May 8, winning the right to 
participate in the state. Carrell won 
a second in the high jump, which 
went high enough to equal the meet 
record of 5 feet 8% inches.. Endsley 
got fourth in a 54.1 quarter. 
Three new records were made at 
the meet. Paul Henry of CHS set 
a new 120 high hurdle time of 15.7 
seconds, and came in second on a 
record breaking 220 low hurdles 
race going in 22.8. Younger of 
Pana set a record of 20 feet 8 inches 
in the broad jump while the Taylor-
ville 880 relay team took their event 
in record time, 1: 36. 
Industrial Arts, Home Ec Classes to 
Present Annual Spring Show May 21 
The Open House of the Home Eco- sheet metal, band steel, machine shop, 
nomics and Industrial Arts depart- college cabinet making, experimental 
ments to be held from 2 to 5 o'clock cookery, dietetics and nutrition, high 
and 7 to 1'0:30 p. m . Friday, May 21, school home economics, and ch'ild care. 
has several distinguishing features Before leaving, each visitor will be 
added this year. The show is to be 1 asked to fill out a ballot which he 
characterized this year by lots of ac- will mark, thus judging the success 
tivity. Student demonstrations of va- of the various exhibits. These will be 
rious machines will add interest. used as constructive criticisms for 
The hobby show to be held in the 
gymnasium in connection with the 
Op-en House is the initial trial of 
such an affa'ir at Eantern. The hob--
bies entered show a varied assortment 
of interests in this section of Illinois. 
Ribbons will be awarded for the ten 
outstanding exhibits. 
The Home Economics department is 
staging a fashion operetta in the au-
ditorium at 8 p. m ., showing clothing 
made by students and modeled by 
them. It is to be accompanied by 
singing and other music. Another fea-
ture not practised heretofore is the 
awarding of prizes at a drawing to 
be held in the auditorium in the main 
building at 10:30. These prizes, made 
by students in the two departments, 
include an angel food cake, cookies, 
candy, linen dish towels, pot holders, 
laundry bags, and a luncheon set. 
They are being shown this week in 
the Industrial Arts club display win-
dow of Frommel's hardware store. The 
system whereby prize winners will be 
determined consists of numbered tick-
ets which will be given visitors to be 
punched for each exhibit seen. Only 
those tickets completely punched, 
showing that all exhibits have been 
visited, will be eligible for a prize 
when the ticket is presented at the 
drawing. 
later years 
It would be impossible to name cer-
tain people who are working to make 
th!s year's Open House what it will 
be without naming every teacher and 
student in the Practical Arts building. 
The co-operation of ali is necessary. 
Attendance is expected to exceed 
last year's mark of over 1700. Every-
one is invited. 
---EISTc-.-. 
What you're looking for. at the prlce 
you want them, with gracious service 
-you'll find all three when shopping 
at News advertised business houses. 
FAREWELL 
GRADS-
but come back often 
FLETCH.ER'S 
GROCERY 
A full line of School 
Supplies and Notions 
The American Year Book, a record 
of events and progress for the year 
1936 has just been received in the 
general library. 
Students in education will be in-
terested in a book by Walter S. Mon-
roe and Louis Shores called, 
Bib:iographies and Summaries in 
Education to July' 1935. This is a 
catalog of more than 4000 annota ted 
bibliographies and summaries listed I 
under author and subject in one I 
alphabet. H you have a paper to 
prepare ~n educat ion, consult this 11 
book. It may be found a t the loan 
desk in the south room. 
'· 
---IE ISTc----
Patronize your News advertisers. 
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE 
FOR QUAI,ITY 
A good hair cut just doesn't hap-
pen-it is the result of long experi-
ence and careful attention. You 
can get that kind of service at the 
HOLMES 
BARBER SHOP 
SOUTHWEST OORNER SQUARE 
ALMOST 
NOTHING •••• 
could please H-E-R more 
than a box of Johnston's or 
Bunte's Candies. There is a 
large assortment at the 
CORNER CONFECT IONERY 
Bill Panas, Proprietor 
N. E. CORNER SQUARE PHONE 81 
A. C. ADK IN S 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH A ND LINCOLN 
Exhibits not mentioned above include 
those of · printing, high school general 
shop, college bench woodworking, pat-
tern making, drawing, intermediate 
and lower grade handwork, carpentry, 
high school machine woodworking, 
PHONE 422 4th & Lincoln - -------------------~ ~ ~----------------------~--------------~ 
BOLEY'S ICE CREAM 
F ACTORY 
J umbo Cones .......................... 5c 
Malted Milks ........................ l Oc 
4 DOORS SOUTH OF JAIL 
_ C_H_A_R_L_ES_T_O--:----N_P_R_O _ FE_S_S_I 0----:-~A_L_C_A_R_D_S------~~~ 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 7151 Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 I DR. w. B. TYM 
J. A. OLIVE&, M. D. DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat DENTIST DENTIST 
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. Charleston National Bank Bldg. People's Drug Store Bldg. 
• ---- ---c- h_ar_ l_es_t_o_n_, _I_n_. -----~•P- h-o-nes. Office, 476; Residence, 762l _____ c_ha_ r_l_es_to_n_,_n_ l. ____ _____. 
I DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD DR. ~~ M. SWICKARD Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 
to 9:00 p. m. 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 
Dependable 
Lumber .... 
I' Alexander Bldg. 2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m Phone 340 604% JACKSON ST. 
Telephone 132 Frames Repaired-Lenses Duplicated Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 I 
North Side Square ~- 604lh Sixth St. 
· ---------------------------· -----------·----------------- ---------------------------+ 
D R. J . R. ALEXANDER 
516¥.! Sixth St. DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN 
. 
From a D epen.d a ble 
Source ·of Supply 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
P HONE 85 6th & R. R. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m . 
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
··---------------------------~~- -----------------------------·--------------------------9 
DR. B. A. SHAFFER 
Comer 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours:· 9 a. m. to 9 p . m. 
Phone 440 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511% Jackson Street 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Monday and Saturday Nlghts 
.---------------------------~·---------------------------~--------------------------· 
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Illinois Coeds 
Bring Swing 
Lair Coronation Dance Is Last 
A ll-School Affair; Girl Or-
chestra ls Featured 
Marianne Stephens' Illini Co-eds 
were acclaimed the best orchestra to 
play and the Panther Lair dance pro-
claimed the best informal hop of the 
year by the 150 couples who flocked 
to the affair last Friday. 
The hir,hly - advertised "Crown 
Dance" drew one of the largest crowds 
1 to attend an all-school dance th'is 
year, and the Lair reports financial 
success. According to Wayne Neal, 
chairman, Dean H. F. Heller hopes to 
bring the same orchestra back next 
summer. 
Miss Stephens, who hails from Tus-
cola, was accompanied on the trip 
down by her parents. 
Chaperons were Dean and Mrs. 
Heller, Dr. and Mrs. Q. G. Burris, Dr .. 
and Mrs. D. A. Alter, Dr. and Mrs. 
G . H. Seymour, and Mr. W. S. Angus. 
---ElaTe---
Dean Heller Speaks 
At Fidelis Banquet 
Dean Hobart F. Heller, former ad-
viser of Fidelis, was the principal 
sneaker at the spring fraternity 
p.ledge banquet held in the Charles-
ton Rotary club rooms last Wednes-
day. Thirty members attended, in-
cluding the pledges initiated in a 
formal ceremony at six o'clock in 
the frat house under the direction of 
the new president, Arlow Julian. 
The seven new members are John 
Pier, Max King, Dick Lewis, Ralph 
Carlock, Mervin Baker, Gene Johns 
and Claude Durgee. They were re-
quired to make short talks of em-
barrasing nature. Gene Johns pro-
duced the best accepted of these. 
Dr. Paul Sloan and DT. Jay B. 
MacGregor, faculty advisers, were 
guests. Glenn Sunderman was toast-
master. 
--EIST·c---
Dr. Buzzard Honors 
State Legislators 
Several members of the legislature 
and faculty were guests of Pr·esident 
R. G. Buzzard at a dinner in the home 
economics rooms Thursday evening, 
May 13 at 6 :30. Dinner was prep.ued 
and served under the direction of the 
two home economics heads, Dr. Vivla 
V. Russell and Miss Ruth Schmalhau-
sen. 
Guests were SenatoT Melvin Thomas 
of Charleston, Representatveis James 
M. Turner of Marshall and Vidor H. 
M~Donald of Arthur, Representative 
and Mrs. Andrew Knapp of Tuscola, 
anj County Superintendent of S.:!hools 
Harlan Beem. Facutly in attendance 
were Dean Frank A. Beu, Dean Hobart 
F . Heller, Dr. Edson H. Taylor, Dr. 
Ernest L. Stover, Dr. Donald A. Roths-
child, Mr . .Simeon E. Thomas, Dr. La.w-
rence F. Ashley, Dr. Walter W. Cook, 
Dr. Harris E. Phipps, and Dr. Harry L. 
Metter. 
---EisT·c---
M ISS EV MINTLE TO 
BE MARRIED NEXT \"'lEEK 
Miss Eva Mintle, former trainiug 
school teacher here, has announced 
her engagement to Robert Ingram of 
New York. The couple will be mar-
ried May 29 at Union Chapel, Colum-
bia, at 11 o'clock Miss M'intle was re-
cently appointed a full time insructor 
at Columbia and she will probably 
continue in that capacity this summer. 
Always the Best Line of 
FRESH FRUITS & 
VEGETABLES 
-CHARLESTON 
FRUIT STOR 
PHONE 531 
"THE COMPLETE CAR 
COMPLETELY NEW" 
December Bride 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Players Stage 
Yearly Dinner 
Miss Florence McAfee Talks on 
Current Plays; Group Attends 
Movie at Local 'Theatre 
IA Club To Be Host 
To Women at Picnic 
Page Three 
Band Plans to 
Fete Orchestra 
Two Music Groups Will Have 
Picnic, Dance Thursday Eve-
ning on Campus 
The Industrial Arts Club is to be 
host to the Home E:!onomics Club at 
a picnic to be held at 5:30 Tuesday 
ev·zning, May 18. •Charles Meyer, g.en-
eral chairman in charge of plans for I 
the party, announces a varied program 
for the evening. Leonard Buchholz, I 
The Players held their annual for- enterta-inment commit'.;ee chairman, The College band will sponsor a pic-
mal banquet at 7 o'clock at -the U. S. plans to have hoop t·ennis, badminton, nic and dance next Thursday evening 
Grant hotel in Mattoon last Thursday horse shoes, ping-pong, and sev·eral to which they have invited the College 
evenmg. contests among the games of the eve- orchestra. The brilliant dinner was held in the ning. 
'
second floor dining room of the hotel. The picnic starts at 6:30 OI). the south 
Roses and sweet peas were featured Mrs. Noble Rains has been engaged campus picnic grounds. It will be 
de:!ora.tions. Seventy active member's by Garland Bryan, refreshment com- followed by a recording dance in the 
and guests attended the affair. Fol- mittee chairman, to prepar·e the food band building. 
lowing the dinner the group journeyed for the evening. Appro·xima.tely eighty Invited guests .are Dr. and Mrs. R. 
t · Ch 1 t stud-en~s in the two clubs have signed G. Buzzard, Miss Ethel Hanson, Mr. I to the Lincoln thea re m ar es on 
I 
where they saw the current screen up to attend. If wea.tner interferes the and Mrs. Friederich Koch, Mr. and 
comedy, "Cafe Metropole." party ~11. be held in the Practical Mrs. Lloyd F . Sunderman, and Mr. and 
Miss Florence McAfee was the fea- Arts Bmldmg. Mrs. Eugene K. Asbury. 
Mrs. Thomas Chamberlin 
tured speaker of the evening. She ElsT The committee in charge of ar-
reviewed "The Wingless Victory," "You I Mr. ~rowe Entertains rangements is composed of Earl Houts, 
Couple Announce 
Secret Marriage 
Can't Take It with You" and other F· . t M tt Dorothy Bruce, Eileen Daugherty, 
current Broadway productions. Talks r1ends a. a 00n Kathryn Barclay, Robert Fick and 
were also made by Miss Josephine Paul Wakefield. 
Thomas club president; Miss Winnie Twenty guests were entertained ElaTe---
Davis N~ely, club adviser; Dr. J. Glenn Wednesday evening. at dinner . at I L IR HONORS F MILIES 
Ross and Vaughn Armer, an alumni Hotel U. S. Grant m Mattoon, With AT PIC IC THIS FRIDAY 
member of the Players. A. B. Crowe of the Teachers College __ 
At a tea held Saturday afternoon, Miss Gwen Oliver ser~ed as toast- f~culty t~e host. Mr. Crowe had as I The Panther Lair will hold , a pic-
May 8 Miss Ruby Stallings '37 mistress and gener·al chauman of the his guests. Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Ashley, . M 21 t h' h ll th b ' daught~r of Mr and Mrs Joy Stall~ I affair committee chairmen included Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Rothschild, nf IC .1. ay .o .wt dic D a R Ge Boys 
. . ' M C h dIM and Mrs S E Thomas Mr and amiies are mvi e · r. . . uz-ings announced her marriage to j Evelyn Keith, Mary c aug ey an r. · : · ' · . zard and Dean H . F. Heller are also 
h W Ch b 1. '36 of Martha Holladay Mrs. H. DeF Widger, Mrs. W. E. Stil -T omas . am er m , son · . . . . to be guests and will speak on the M d Mrs Frank Chamberlin of ElsTc well, Miss Catherme F. Stilwell, Miss • ~· a.n · • Bernice I. Bankson, Miss Grace short program. 
this city. Mrs. Verwiebe G1ves Geddes, Miss Ethel Hanson, Miss ---EisTc---
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlin have kept One IQ' clock Luncheon Ruth Hostetler, Miss Edith Levake, J ACOBSO s VI ' IT COOKS 
their marriage a secret since Dec. Miss Anna H. Morse, Miss May 
26, 1936, at which time they were Mrs. Frank Verwiebe was hostess Smith, Miss Leah Stevens, Miss nor-
married in Greencastle, Indiana. at a one o'clock lupcheon, Friday, othy West and Miss Edith Willson. 
Mrs. Chamberlin is a member of May l4. o::lsT·c---
Sigma Tau Delta, Kappa Delta Pi, After the luncheon two tables of MACGREGORS E.i. TERTAI 
Players, and French club. She has bridge were in play with Mrs. Jay \ i\TITH PIC~ IC DI1 1 ER SUN. 
been student assistant in the general B. MacGregor winning high score. 
library for four years. Guests were Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor en-
The couple will be at home in Char- o . E. Hite, Mrs. Frank Craig, Mrs. tertained with a picnic dinner Sun-
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jacobson and 
daughter, Karen, were the week-end 
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. Cook. 
Mr. Jacobson is the principal of the 
University of Chicago High school. 
RICKETTS leston until Sept. 10 at which time Glenn Seymour, Mrs. Jay B. Mac- day, May 9. 
they will remove to WoTchester, Mass.
1 
Gregor, Mrs. Ben Anderson, Mrs. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
---EisT... Walter Cook and Mrs. L. S. Phipps. L. Andrews, Dr. and Mrs. Walter W. FOR GLASSES 
H E D t t ElsTc Cook and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jacob- Phone 28 orne C • epar men TTEND K AY KYSER DANCE' son., South Side Square 
Fetes Senior Members •----------• 
Bert Lynch, Bill Adair, Marvin Rice, 
The Home Economics department Tom Petty, Edward Gates, Frank 
dinneT served in the .Practical Arts I Thorpe, Don Nixon, Jim Clark, Betty 
building Mo::ty 5 proved 1to be a gal·a af- Jane Stansberry, Helen Hall, Lois Tay-
f.--..1• · The honored guests were college lor, Laudy Ingle, Dorothy Gates, Pat-
seniors from the home economics de- ricia McCarthy and Lyla Messman 
partment and the seniors from the were some of those Charlestonites pres-
Teachers College high school who had ent at the Kay :Kyser dance at the 
had some training in home making. A Trianon in Terre Haute last Tuesday. 
total of seventy-three people comprised Kyser played the one evening. 
the group. 
Graup singing of different Home Me-
anomies songs constituted the enter-
tainment at the dinner hour. Doro-
thy Armes led the singing and Edith 
Clouse accompanied at the piano. 
---EISTC:---
ANDREWSES ENTERTAIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews 
entertained with a six-thirty di1mer, 
Tuesday, May 11, in honor of Mr. and 
Mrs. Sam Tucker. Guests were Dr. 
and Mrs. Quincy Guy Burris, Dr. and 
Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor, and tJhe guests 
of honor, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Tucker. 
C. C. BREEN 
BARBER 
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel 
There Is 
Still Time 
Have your Picture taken 
for Graduation. 
A PERMANENT GIFT 
Artcraft Studio 
F. L. Ry::m, Prop. 
South Side Square Phone 598 
Men's Doeskin 
SLACKS 
Sanfori:zed 
Shrunk! 1-49 
Well tailored, smartly s~l~d! 
Light colors, deep tones. 
Pleated and plain fronts! 
;Read It In the Stars Headquarters for Graduation Gifts! 
STAR VALUE SALE 
NOW GOING ~ON 
''BOB H ILL'' 
602 JACKSON ST. 
I 
GRADUATION CARDS 
Sheaffer Pen and Pencil Sets 
Desk Sets 
Stationery 
Pictures 
Diaries 
Memo,ry Books 
Late Fiction 
AT POPULAR PRICES 
Come in and Browse Around 
KING BROTHERS 
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE 
The Shop of Thoughtful Gifts West Side Square-Phone 428 
SIMPSON CHEVROLET COMPANY 
LADIES-
FREE B·OWLING 
THURSDAY AFTERNOONS 
Other afternoons until 
6 p. m.-10c 
COLES COUNTY 
BO'\VLING ALLEYS 
Bernard E. Alexa.nder, Manager 1 '------------------------~ I 
I 
I 
Treat Yourself 
to This New 
Spring Permanent 
A marvelous new permanent 
that does wonders for your hair! 
We use only the finest mate-
rials to assure a long-lasting, 
natural-looking wave that leaves 
your hair soft and lustrous. 
MODERN 
BEAUTY SHOP 
815 Monroe. PHONE 1051 
.... . . 
'.. :. • .1:. 
CHARLESTON, ILL. 
PHONE 333 
• 
Page Four TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWf 
\rrta:t4t:rs Qtnlltgt ~tWit Cook Feature Ends with Music, Art, 
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" Industrial Arts, Commerce Analysis 
Published each Tuesday of the school 
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois 
State Teachers College at Charleston. 
Entered as second class matter November 
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, 
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
.....,-Printed by the Courier Publlshing Company 
MUSIC music teachers is far greater than the 
Requirements for teaching music - supply. 
24 quarter hours of college preparation Teaching comoinations with music-
in the field of the subject, includii).g An investigation of the teaching com-
preparation in the particular branch of binations of a sampling of 100 teachers 
the subject taught. (No credit for hig·h of music reveals that 39 are teaching 
school preparation in these subjects.) only music, 35 are teaching in two 
Opportunities for teaching music - fields, 19 in three fields, 4 in four fields 
A large proportion of Illinois high and 3 in five or more fields . 
schools offer 'h credit cours~s in music. , A tabulation of 100 requests for 
Stanley Elam '38 .................................................................. Co-editor Twenty-four per cent of high schools music teachers reveals that other sub-
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-editor with an enrollment of 100 pupils or less I jects occurred in combination with it 
. offer band, 31 per cent offer glee club, as follows : Donald ca vins '37 .................................... .......... Business Manager 33 t ff l' d . d 22 
P bl. ·t D' t per cen o er app Ie music an S b . t Number of Occurrences Glen Cooper '37 .................................................. u ICI Y Irec or per cent offer orchestra. In ~ Je~· 
Florence Cottingham '37 .................................... Associate Editor ;~~re:;;er T:~:eo~!s al!~ea pg~:~~nt~;~ ~f Is~ .. ... :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;~ 
John Farrar '39 .... ..................... ............ ..................... Sports Editor s . 1 s . 18 mand for music teachers in the ele- ccia Cience ................. ...... . Beulah Midgett '38 .................................................... Society Editor Latin 17 
mentary schoo~s. The demand for .... ............... ... ................... . 
Franklyn L. Andrews ............................................................ Adviser Elementary Grades .............. 17 
1936 Member 1937 
Member 
ICPA 
1=\ssociafed CoUeeiate Press Member 
CSPA 
Elephant's 
Child ... 
Distributors of 
CoRee>iate Dioost 
TUESDAY, MAY 18, 1937 
What Is Wrong with Our 
Student Control Boards? 
Student control board personnel 
Jected "democratically"-and we face 
of facultv control. 
What last message do you have 
for your public before leaving the 
ranks of EI students forever? 
Ruby Chamberlin - If you can't 
has been se- get a job, you can always find some-
another year thing. 
Joe Curry - Enjoy the new gym 
boys, some of us were born too soon. 
Thomas Driscoll - All comes to 
those who wait, so why be aggressive? 
John Lewis - I'll be thinking of 
you all, so you better be good. 
Ed Ferguson - I only regret that 
~ do not have more years t o give to 
Commerce ................................ 17 
Girls' P. E. . ........................... 11 
Home Economics ................... . 
Speech ..................................... . 
Biology ................................. .. . 
Industrial Arts ....................... . 
ART 
8 
7 
6 
2 
Requirements for teaching art - 24 
quarter hours of college preparation in 
the field of the subject, including pre-
paration in the particular branch of 
the subject taught. (No credit is allow-
ed for high school preparation in this 
subject). 
Opportunities for teaching art - Art 
and design is taug·ht in 12 per cent of 
Illinois high schools. Only about 2 per 
cent of schools enrolling fewer than 
500 pupils offer this subject. Most art 
majors are placed as supervisors of art 
in the elementary schools. In more 
t.han half of the positions the art su-
pervisor must also teach music. A high 
·wh v? Partly because of inherent faults in the 
plan dra-wn up b~r President Buzzard bs t fall. He 
offered it to the Student Council for revision, but 
it wa 'n't revised. The council reacted just like an 
education class called upon for q u estions- with no 
initiative, no critical discernment, no intelligent 
im (l.g ina.tion of the thing in practice. my public. 
Jo Moulton - My 
it will be only four 
five. 
last wish is that percentage of art teachers are requiJ:-
ed to teach other subjects in the ele-years instead of 
Don Cavins - I have eight weeks 
yet to think up an answer - tell 
mntary grades. An art major should 
have a minor in music or in elementary 
education or both. 
Tuesday, May 18, 1937 
In Debtor Prison-
-because he FORGOT, this student felon has 
resolved never to take another bnO'k from the re· 
serve library. Read "Pardon the· Personal Refer· 
ence" on this page'. 
The Soap Box ---
Invites students and facultg members 
to voice their opinions on topics con-
cerned with college life. Please limit 
letters to 150 words . .. also sign same 
Dear Soap Box: 
Our New~ staff is most efficient at reporting the cam-
pus' social highlights (dances, etc.) , but certainly falls 
short when anything really worth while confronts it. WhY 
waste energy and space writing about some trifling affair 
ln the history of the plan's operation thus far, 
it has already shown its weaknesses, a lthough we 
believe it has justified its existence. In the first 
place, many of the boJ.rds are so overloaded with 
members that thev cannot function efficiently. Too 
few are ahle ever{ to attend the meetings. -In the 
second place, the elections are a farce. Members 
a rc not selected on the basis of fitness for the j ob, 
but purely upon popularity. That is an o ld fa ult 
of democracy, but political candidates u ually stand 
for omething. E. I. hasn't even the t rappings of 
democracv. Whv doesn't each candidate p ublis h a 
pbtform? No o-ne knew \Vhat John D oe's senti-
ments tow<Hd an Ente rtainment Course program 
were. They voted for him because h e is a fra -
ternity man and well kno,vn. Vve are elecring per-
sonalities, n o t platforms. We are making the 
boards mere ((pin" organizations. 
you then. 
Glenn Cooper (Our President) 
still say - Oh, Boy! 
Mary Bear - To enjoy life, 
must talk in the library. 
Teaching cmnbina,tions with art -
An investigation of the teaching com- which was a~tended by only about 1,00.0 people, such as 
- I binations of a sampling of 100 high ~he recent .SCience show? I feel ~hat th1s, one of the ~a­
school teachers of art reveals that 38 ' JOr attractiOns of the year, rece1ved one of the po01est, 
one j-- __ most contemptible, writeups I have ever read. After all, 
Then \i\'hen board meet, some actu a l injustices 
are likely to be done. For instance, Mr. Angu s 
propo eel to the Sports board a plan for t r ack 
award which he rather expected to be modified. 
To his surprise, the board stolid ly accepted it, be-
cause it came from a faculty member. If that 
board had been fitted for the job, a few more than 
a half dozen letters might be g iven this spring in 
track. If the students could have known w hat its 
candidates stood for, if they had stoo d fo r any-
thing, some of the faults of the track a ward system 
mio·ht have been ferreted out. 
h These are the obviou s weaknesses of t h e p lan 
as it is operating. It was to be expected that some 
\\-ottld come to lig ht. It is a rare bill tl1at, con ceived 
in theor y , y et works smoothly in practice. Now is 
the time t o think of remedying its faults, w hile 
those w ho know them are still w i th u s. 
'If You'll Pardon the 
Personal Reference- ' 
We h ave co ntributed in fines to the library this 
year, as cheerfully as our Scotc~ soul a llows, 
enough money to make m ost any g 1rl bre~k dow_n 
some of her res erve. Not so the library, c h1ll speci-
men; she's as reserved as ever. Overdue books are 
s till 10 cents for the first h our and five the r eafter, 
and now no f urther credit when you once get in 
debt. 
Not that we b lame h e r for 
principles . Stric: t enfo rcement is 
maintain virtue. 
sticking to h e r 
the o nly way t o 
nut heavens , librarv. vou h ave u s growing cool 
towarrl yon! vVe J.rc ~f;aid even to checi.<. o ut a 
book, especially w hen we're broke. We a r e a lmost 
cert~in to forget to bring it b 'ack on time. The~1 
there is a n end to library u se till the n ext mall 
comes in. We ·would forget even if you ch a rged a1 
dollar an h o ur. 
\ \1 e are not an isola ted case of lo~s of m e m ory. 
A nearly as we could ascertain from the r eser ved 
librarian, you m us t m ake enough monc~ o n fi~es 
in a year to buy that set of the World Book dls-
plaved last week. 
· I heard somewhere that the best libra ry is the 
one with the most books OFF its shelves. Don't 
drive us away with fines. 
<Continued on Page 7) the show w~ supposed to be just a little scientific ("un-
canny," "nightmare of a layman"-very interesting!) 
Have You Heard? 
Round About the Campus 
with Walton Morris 
. . . ab~ut Sam Taylor's escapade in tempted to uphold his honor for an 
St. Louis last week? The coaching hour on the floor of the Senate that 
class went down to see the St. Louis day, describing the insult implied by 
Browns play the Philadelphia the obscene letter in florid terms. He 
Athletics. Sam and Hayes Kennard was demanding an apology from the 
slipped off to the dressing room to I postmaster-general. Speaker J oe Rob-
talk to Jim Bottomley, Brown first inson had to explain that the members' 
baseman, who, like Sam, h ails from mail was customarily adressed to the 
Nokor,pis. As they emerged from the Senate Office Building! 
dressing rooms, two juvenile auto-
graph fans beseiged Jim, Hayes and 
Sam. "Well," said Sam, "I didn't 
get any hits togay." "Oh, that's all 
right, we want your autograph," 
continued the enthusiastic request. 
So Sam signed - 'Zeke Bonura," and 
won the everlasting gratitude of the 
juveniles. Also a big laugh from 
Jim Bottomley. 
. . . there's· a trap for the golf ccurse 
back of the main building? "Yes 
sir," says 'Abie' Kessinger, "and 
when they finish it, they're going to 
move it out on the 72 acres." You've 
probably noticed that mammoth hole 
they've dug just north of the green-
house. !:t would make a good sand 
trap all right-if one could use an 
elevator to get to the bottom of it. 
. . . . anything a.Jbout Mr. Monier's 
banana tree over in the green house? 
It's blooming-for the first time 'in 
twelve years. Now he won't have to 
go south for his vacation, but just don 
a "palm beach" and enjoy his tropical 
fruit in Charleston. 
. ... the .new word coined by a.n enter-
prising Eastern student. It's volump-
tuous; it was first discovered by Dr. 
Burris in a paper handed to him. Some 
say we're to have another Samuel 
Johnson or Webster in our midst. 
We're rather prone to think, however, 
t hat he will be just another bad speller. 
.... that Joe Kelly's dad, of West-
vUle, Illinois, knows ·John McCormack, 
famous Irish tenor? Mr. Kelly was 
once conductor on a railroad line 
. . . of the mixup the telegn,ms got which terminated in McCormack's 
into last Saturday afternoon? Tommy home town in Ireland. The .famous 
Chamberlin's wire to his newly pro- songster was featured on Bing Crosby's 
claimed wife (of course you know radio program last week. 
Ruby Stallings is really Mrs. Thomas __ 
Chamberlin now) was delivered to .... the latest dope on Dr. J. Glenn 
Dr. Buzzard, while Mr. Andrews' Ross? He sings to his speech classes 
telegram to Dr. Buzzard t elling the every other day. Now we know why 
NewS! success in the late convention so many students a.re against the En-
was delivered to Ruby. Of course the t ertainment Course program - they 
two receivers read each others' wires have their own. Too bad we can't all 
but were rather quick to notice the l have entertainment like that in om 
mistake. classes. 
. . . the anecdote Sam Tuc~er, re-
porter-columnist on the Decatur 
Herald staff, told about the late 
Senator Huey Long? It seems that 
the first mail Mr. Long received after 
his ascension to the Senate had an 
S. 0. B. following his name on the 
envelope. The 1ra.te senator at-
. . . . 'what Helen Ball, enterprising 
little Pemlte, said about Browning, the 
poet? After reading some Browning, 
our wit noticed connotations of Greek 
legendary lore in them. Said Helen, 
"Browning's very interested in Greece, 
isn't he? In fact, he's absorbed in 
Greece!" 
The next t ime anything so educationat comes to East-
ern , I would suggest that the News get someone to write 
it who at least knows what it's about and can visit the 
whole affair. Those who wrote up the Science exhib'it last 
week evidently were unaware that there was anything to 
our show but a few loud noises and handsome lads in the 
chemistry and physics departments. The botany and 
zoology department also had some very interesting exhibits. 
-F.M. B. 
My De-ar F. M. B. (presumably of the botany ·and zoology 
division of the science dept.): 
u you understood one of the first principles or news 
writing, whicn is to make news readable, you would be 
prepared to make this criticism. But if you did, you would 
not have made it. 
Your Sc1ence club show was adequately and seriously 
treated in the advance story-you were given front page 
space-:-'society highlights' don't get it. Did you stop to 
think that this publicity gave you many of the 1,000? 
Some of your sensa.tional publicity, pl-aying up such things 
as "test-tube bab'ies," helped, too . 
Our reporter, in a feature story (do you know what 
a feature is'! It plays up the interesting!), dealt with 
those things which interested h er in the show. It was 
h er priv'llege to ehoose, as ·a feature writer , those things 
.she found fascinating. She was not writing the minutes 
of your show. She would have duplicated the first article, 
prepared in -part by yourself, had she done so. We were 
under no oblig:?,tion to mention everything in a follow-up 
feature, partiCularly since you yourself say the show was 
attended by all who might read about it. - The Editors. 
Dear Soap Box: 
Why shouldn't we follow the policy of "Give Credit 
Where Credit Is Due?" 
Why should the Placement Bureau get credit for plac-
in g t eachers, when the students going out to look for a 
position do not even so much as ask to have their ere· 
dent'ials sent out? Yet they get their jobs. The place· 
rrients ha.ving been reported to the Placement Bureau, ~ 
list of those who h ave positions is put in the paper. Thi: 
g·ives the readers of the pape:;: t he idea that all those ii 
the list have gotten their jobs through the help of th1 
Placement Bureau. 
We lmow personally of several students who have job 
for next year but do not care to r eport them, just for th 
reason that the Placement Bureau is given all the credit. 
Why not a little attention be given to those who die 
the work? ~ -U.P..~l~Il~Q . ......,. 
/..r 
The Placement Bureau neither MSUmes nor is giveJ 
credit for placements. It happenS that the only mean 
the News has of learning of placements is through th 
bureau, and reference is made to the fact by stating tha 
the bureau h as "recorded" this and that placement. 
Merely bec~vuse the Placement Bureau is named, som 
blind people think it is trying to take all the credit. I 
any event, the News dOes not propose to make itself re 
sponsible for placing !(edit . We do not mean to say, fc 
example: "It was no~ by the Placement Bureau, but b 
the sweat of h er own personal brow, and the grace of h E 
Uncle Pat's pull wit:q' the school board, that Lizzy Brow 
got a job in Rat Rm rural." - The Editors. 
{ 
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Elmer Picks Fresh 
Subject for Paper 
Dear Elmiree: 
Last Trump I have desided that what this coun-try needs is a good five cent brain storm. It peers to me like the faculty 
is even gittin weak 'in conclusion from 
the tests they been givin. I reckon 
------'THIRTY they been skatin nights to, like the 
GOOD LUCK AND GOODBYE I rest of us. They act like there obli-
COLSEYBUR WAVES ADIEU gationed to give a test just like when 
I 
you feel you oughta brush your teeth 
Educators, another year has rolled around, and democracy is still at the kinda reglar and just about as ire-
crossroads. Another year has rolled around, and we trust without gathering quensy. 
any moss. The time has come to say good-bye. Good-bye! I There was a mighty fundamental 
Educaio·rs, you are about to dance the last quartile of 1936-7. You are survey in the auditorium last Thurs-
about to round the probability curve. Heed well the fundamental aspects, but day. some mechanic surveyed the 
beware of the sharp I . Q.'s. Things • week before. I didn't go since some 
cannot remain f~rever s~atus .quotie~t·j your time won't have been spent in person told me his n ational youth as-
Be ever alert or mtegratwn Will set m. vain. I sistant did his comp<>zin for him. But 
If a quizz hangs on, better consult a I would say, if I was opining, that his 
doctor. Articulation is not to· be trif- If you stLI think Edward was wife compounded it. She's right purty. 
led with. We have seen students get I don't see how a mechanic could rate right, go ahead and propose. 
a bad case of adjustment merely from one so comelingly purty. 
eating too much pie. Here 's hoping you get a new suit I Elmiree, if you got time, I'd fike for 
Once we caught six habits and skills out of the Placement Bureau. you to do some search work for me 
and skinned them ·alive. Of course, we in case you hitch up and git into town 
used a sharp technique, one we in the next two weeks. If you could 
wouldn't universally recommend. Motor Be careful the sheepskin doesn't just stop at the libary a while, maybe 
development should never .exceed nine- make you feel sheepish. you could find something about which 
ty miles an hour, not even taking into I want to write a term paper on for 
consideration cause and effect. One Toodle Ooo! English. Theys been a lot of talk 
day we ran into an attitude and Colseybur is a fixture, lately about some gypsy thots quite 
Gestalt! The law of readiness was at A sort of chandelier favoritable on the contemptuary stage. 
hand, and we got thirty days in the Whose bulbs get dim and dimmer I'd like to get some datum on this 
curriculum. Year after year. cause its a subject what is poplar and 
fresh. I sure would est1mate you in 
high aspect if you could help me. Let's have a picnic 
In the Cracker-box 
---EISTC:---
Elmer. 
Pardon us if we get started on self- 1 
activity. Sometimes we forget to take 
into consideration individual differ-
ences, and end up with a bibliography. 
It's the fast life we lead. Even bicar-
bonate doesn't help, and bi-lingual 
often aggravates the case. During the 
past year we have been motivated and 
activated, but the outcome is sub-
normal. 
And strew the place with papers 
And whoop until we shock 
The public with our capers. 
Look in the mirror and see what 
Your watch doesn't ask for much 
care, but it at least deserves cleaning 
and oiling once a year. See C. P. 
Coon 408 6th Street. 
To what do we owe our success? We 
were certificated, and it took. Criteria! 
Criteria! 
cclk ge did for you. 
It's too late now to ask for a re-
fund. 
_, __ I 
Every time we write THIRTY we 1 
We understand that Miss Rein- feel like eighty. I 
hardt attended a press meeting. 
Sissy ! 
We'd rather be right than be a 
big shot. 
F. D. R. seems to be ending up I 
with a "cold-pack." 
College may not be what it's I 
cracked-up to be, but aviation is. I 
England expects every man to do I Who won the faculty' Derby? And i 
his who lost? 
1 When we buried Caesar, why If the bluebird stands for happiness, 
didn't we take out the pennies and the 72 acres must be heaven. ' 
put in some lesson plans? 
The best dance of the year has now 
been held - forty times. 
The construction men are a little 
late with their spring plowing. 
We hope there is just one more 
plum in Little Hank Horner's pie. 
Alumni Day Chapel was not com-
plete. Mr. Koch didn't smoke a San 
Felice. 
Our Apology 
Things weren't as bad as we said 
they were; they were worse. 
We regret that he have only one 1 
life to g~ve for Kappa Delta Pi, and 
that we won't live long enough to 
see it through. 
Freshmen of tomorrow, 
Seniors of yesterday, 
v 
Four years of joy and sorrow 
Four years for you to stay! 
Weep not at your parting 
Rejoice not when you go; 
Believe it or not-
Ruth Clapp is "Elmer!" For the 
past two y'ears she has made this 
character a campus favorite. "El-
mer'' was created by her brother, 
Leallyn Clapp, and Kenneth Duzan. 
TWO NEW GENERAL CABS 
YELLO·W CAB CO. 
Day and Night Service 
TELEPHONE 220 
N. E. COR. SQUARE 
The Thinking Fellow Calls a. Yellow 
Page Five 
CUSTER HUGHES SUCCUMBS 
TO SOLAR PLEXIS AITACK 
Wayne P . (Custer) Hughes 
made his last stand (as an um-
pire) when the Verwiebeian tribe 
of physicists attacked the Rails-
backians on the Kitten Ball 
Plains. The prominent pacifist, 
in an unselfish effort to stop the 
massacre, was hewn down by 
that notable but black-hearted 
warrior , Clarence Carlson, who 
has become so adept with the 
war club that he need not even 
be near his adversary to inflict 
the fatal blow. It was thus that 
Wayne P . (Custer) Hughes was 
hewn down. His knees sagged 
beneath him as a huge missile 
struck him in the solar plexis. 
He will not rest in peace. 
Before · 
You Leave 
Fill up your Car with 
STANDARD OIL 
PRODUCTS 
from 
NEWELL'S 
SERVICE STATION 
CORNER TENTH and LINCOLN 
The Cultural Survey Series is over, 
and the faculty is still cultured. 
Quoth Dr. Seymow·: "I'm tired of 
the racquet." 
Quoth Dean Beu: "I'm in the 
hole.'' 
The years alone will teach you 
What you ought to know. 
And so goodbye! Ve vant to be a~one! 
So fooie to y'ou! 
Signed: Ole Poker Face. ~------------------~ 1 
~E'S AN OLD SOUTHERN CUSTOM, originating 
in Louisiana, by which a merchant demonstrates 
his appreciation of patronage and makes a bid for its 
continuance. It consists of giving a little more goods 
than are paid for; the gift is 11lagniappe. 11 
Quoth Mr. Angus: "I've had my 
run-around." 
Quoth Dean Heller: "Pass the 
finger bowls." 
Quoth Mr. Lantz: "I took my base 
on balls." 
Quoth Miss Booth: "Too many 
books are a weariness to the flesh?" 
Quoth Dr. Buzzard: "What is so 
rare as a day in June!" 
Build thee more stately mansions 
out of the campus holes. 
When the gong sounds, the Bulova 
is over. 
Is we all buddies, or nobuddies? 
We is all friends, isn't we? 
Your health may not be so good, 
but if you win the Old Gold Contest, 
Classes :Meet at All I 
Hours at the .... 
Little 
Campus 
Cafe 
SANDWICHES 
DRINKS 
SMOKES 
"Meet with Your Friends Here'' 
CLYDE MILLS 
PROPRIETOR 
SPECIAL ON CONGOLEUM RUGS 
at King's all this month. Also spe·cial prices on Upholstering. 
Complete line of Used Furniture. 
KING FURNITURE COMPANY 
610 VAN BUREN ST. PHONE 960 
When you buy a railway ticket or pay a freight bill, you purchase a 
certain amount of transportation-no more, no less. But the railroad is a 
human institution; its workers want you to know that they appreciate 
your patronage and hope you will come again. This feeling they show 
by special attention to your needs-in 
other words, by the true "lagniappe" of 
courtesy and cordiality. 
You will remember a railroad for the 
little things that contribute to your peace 
of mind-the convenience, speed and 
safety of your freight, the pleasant word, 
the information, the pillows, the extra 
cup of coffee on the diner. We on the 
lllinois Central sum it up by calling ours 
"The Road of Cordial Service. 11 
IN PARTING ••• 
It has been a reminder of my student 
days to talk this year to students 
through these advertisements. Many 
have submitted essays in our contest 
and are now awaiting the results to be 
announced before June. The illinois 
Central will welcome opportunities 
to serve your travel needs during 
-' 
the summer vacation. And may that 
vacation be a pleasant one for you all. 
~PrNident 
ILLINOIS [EITRAL SYSTEM 
----~N ~ILLINOIS RAILROAD----
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Mr. Thomas to Receive LL.D. May 30 
• -+ 
Upper Iowa U. to 
Confer Doctorate 
Social Science Head I History Chieftain 
Honor Comes After 30 Years of 
Service at El; National Edu-
cators Recommend Him 
The acting president and .the Com-
mittee of the Board of Trustees on 
Degrees of Uppt:r Iowa university at 
Fayette, Iowa, announce the expected 
conferring of the honorary degree o.f 
doctor of laws (;LL. D.) on Professor 
Simeon E. Thomas, of the class of 1898. 
Mr. Thomas has been tnvited to deliver 
the .baccalaureate address to the class 
of 1937 at Uvper Iowa univ·ersity on 
Sunday, May 30, and will receive the 
doctor's degree at the commencement 
exercises on Monday, May 3,1. 
Prof. Simeon E. Thomas 
This honor comes to Mr. Thomas 
after more than thirty years of teach- • 
ing at Eastern. Most of that time has 
seen him as head of the social science 
department. ---------------------------------
Letters testifyi~g. to the wisdom of years he has been one rock upon which 
c0nferring the degree came in floods to everyone mi!ght rely and of whom any 
Roy V. Porter of Iowa, among them alma mater might be proud. 
gratifying notes from such men as "D. F. FLEMING." 
Relates Life Story 
T eUs His Experiences While 
W-orking Way Through Oldest 
School in State of Iowa 
"There isn't much to tell," said Mr. 
1 Thomas, when interviewed by your re -
I porter last Friday, "but I shall be glad to talk with you." With this came a 
characteristic jovial smile, as we re-
tired to the reception room. He proved 
that there was a great deal to tell, 
and that his renown as a conversa-
tionalist is not unwarranted. 
"I was born," he began, "in Musking-
don county, Ohio. In my fourth year, 
my father moved to northwestern 
Kansas. Those were pioneer days; we 
came in contact with real Indians as 
well as the other h ardships of pioneer-
ing. When I was nine years of age, 
my family removed to West Virginia. 
Th~re I grew to young m anhood 
"As a young man, the quest for work 
took me back to Iowa. There I secured 
a job on a farm, where I worked for 
two years. I had always been deter-
m'ined that I would go t o college. I Henry Johnson of Columbia; John A 
Wieland, superintendent of public in-
struction, lllinois; L. D. Coffman, p:resl-
dent of tlhe University of Minnesota, 
otis D. Caldwell, of Columbia; D. F 
Fleming, of Vanderbilt; Walter W. Jen-
nings of the University of Kentucky, 
Charles L . .Prather of Syracuse univer-
sity; and Oren L. Whalin, associate in 
agricultural extension, U. of I. 
--- intended to realize that ambition. 
EXcerpts are as follows: 
"In 1911 I .graduated from an institu- "In the fall of 1894 I entered Upper 
tion then known as the Eastern Tili- Iowa university at Fayette, Iowa. That 
nois State Normal School at Charles- sehool is the oldest in the state. At 
ton, Illinois. My favorite professor at that time it consist ed of eleven class 
that institution was Simeon E. Thomas. rooms. When I entered I had seven-
He was and is a sch·olar. But he is teen dollars. My experiences in that 
more than a scholar. He is an in- school until 1898, when I left, are 
spirational teacher. Under his influ- rather interesting, even for me, when 
I ence I continued my work and in 19·19 I look back on them. I obtained a doctor's degree from the "It was necessary for me to work 
I 
Univ·ersity of Illinois. Thorughout my my way through college, of course. I 
"I remember Mr. Thomas rwell. He 
1 
school work I have never had a better was considered one of the business 
·was a quiet, unostentatious, thoroug'h , or more helpful teacher than Mr. men of Fayette, for I was custodian 
teacher and scholar. He always com- Thomas. In my opinion any institu- of the school. My janitor'ial duties 
manded the respect and esteem of tion which confers an honorary doc- began at 5:45 o'clock each morning, 
those with whom he was associated, torate on him will confer an honor and my day closed when I finished 
without irritating anybody." richly merited and will also honor it- study each night. When I explain my 
L. D. COFFMAN. self. Such, I .am sure, i.s the opinion duties, you will understand that I had 
of thousands of pupils who have been little time for study during the day. 
influznced for good, both in scholar- ."T~e eleven class r~oms in the in-
"Mr. Thomas came to Charleston to I ship and in helpful livi.ng, by Mr. stltutwn had a stove m each. I cut, 
teach in .a position which was pecul- Thomas. . 
1 
corded and carried in the. wood for 
iarly demanding because of the ex- "WALTER w. JENNINGS." the fires and kept them g01p.g during 
treme eminence of his predecessor classes. I swept, dusted and served as 
Nevertheless, he soon was recognized as " . --- .I general handy-man. A large bell hung 
a scholar and teacher of unusually fine I studied under Mr. Thomas from in the belfry and had to be rung for 
qualities. He has grown in h is serv- 1 1923 to 1926· He did splendid work un- classes and meals. 
ices in this position during the thirty j der serio·us h~ndicaps. As I :emember "On one occasion, when I overslept, 
years I have known him." he taught H1story, E1conom1cs, and I dressed, rang the first bell and built 
OTtS W. CALDWELL. 
Sociology, and the number in his class- eight fires in nine minutes. That was 
es ranged from forty to one-hundred. my record. 
We h ad •a te.st once a week which "In the fall of '98 I accepted a posi-
"It was my privilege to take all of me:mt approximately 600 papers to tion as superintendent of schools in 
the courses which .Professor Thomas read and grade each week. H e t aught Nara Springs, Iowa. It was there that 
offered during the years 1905_1912 winter and summer, which meant not I met Miss Alice Riche, later to be 
f' over two or three weeks vacation each come my wife. and to profit greatly from each o 
them. !His knowledge was already pro- year. It is evident from these facts "After spending the summer of '99 
found at that time a.nd his wisdom that such a load would leave a man 
well matured. It was his stimulating with no time for research and publi-
cations. How Mr. Thomas ever stood 
teaching which .gave me a clea.r decis-
ion to work in the social sciences my- up under this load has heen a mys-
self. tery to me, and how h e has m an-
"I count, also, the influence of Pro-
fessor Thomas' personality as one of 
the chief :gains of my Normal School 
days. Always equa.ble, kindly and self-
possesSed, his ·balance and solidity, his 
unfailing good judgment and sound 
bases for evaluating men and issues 
were influences of the greatest import-
ance upon us in a formative period. 
aged i.s beyond by comprehension. Yet 
he was kindly and patient, and if he 
ever complained I never knew of it. 
Such devotion to the cause of eduoa.-
tion certainly deserves recognition. 
"JACOB GEFFS." 
"I have written to Iowa and should 
be very happy to see Mr. Thomas 
get the proposed recognition. He is 
in every way worthy of it. 
"HENRY JOHNSON." 
-----EISTc---
"At this time .President L. G. Lord 
had assembled around him an excep-
tionally brilliant body of teachers, in-
cluding Professor Thomas H. Briggs, 
now of Columbia University, Professor 
Edgar N. Transeau, now of Ohio S tate ROOMS FOR MEN I Modern rooms - new single beds University and President Lotus D. Goff-
man, now of the University of Minne- l $1.50· Light housekeeping or excellent 
sota. Among many other teachers of board available. Small apartment for 
equal competence, Mr. Thomas held J rent, 2 boys or couple. Fourth Street 
his own with distinction. Boarding House, 1422 South Fourth. 
"The sum total of the influen ce 
which he bas had through the m any 
hundreds of teachers which he has 
Continued on Next Page 
Welcome College 
Students to 
Snappy Service Inn 
6th and JACKSON ST. 
The Home of the 
5c HAMBURGERS 
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK" 
You'll like 'em the way 
we fry 'em 
PARKING SPACE FOR 
CUSTOMERS 
Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M. 
tr.ained since would ·be difficult to 
measure. Deeply occupied in rearing 
and educating a large family, Mr. 
Thomas has labored at his post inces-
santly for thirty years, and at the same 
time has maintained steadily 'his own 
growth. I have not had a more critical 
When You Want 
or more valued appreciation of my own 
books and .articles from anyone. 
"I know from a conversation shortly 
before his death that President .Lord 
continued to rely upon Mr. Thomas as 
the 'most level headed of us all' and 
that he would join with a great com-
pany of 1Professor Thomas' students in 
a.cclaimng any honor which you might 
see fit to bestow upon hifn. No man 
whom I have ever known has been 
more unassuming, sought less for him-
self or deserved more. Throughout the 
PASTRIES • •• • • 
of ANY KIND, call 1500 and we 
will g ladly take care of your ne·.eds. 
IDEAL BAKERY 
North Side Square PHONE 1500 
I. Larimer Will Head 
Home Economics Club 
At a meeting of the Home Econom-
ics Club Monday night, May 10, Isabel 
Larrmer was unanimously elected 
Tuesday, May 18, 1937 
Profs, C. Brian 
Represent EI 
president for next year. Miss Larrimer All Present Papers at Annual 
was vice-president this year and sue- Meeting at Illinois S tate Acad-
ceeds Hazel Haskett, this year's presi- emy of Science, May 7-8 
d·ent. Other officers will be elected ·next ___ _ 
f.an. I 
. j In addition to seven instructors from 
The treasurer reported approxunate- Eastern Charles Brian repres t - · tb 
ly $151.00 taken into the clu~ this year I college . 'at the Illinois State e~c=~e~~ 
a~d a~out $130.00. expenditures. A I of Science meeting May 7 and 8 at 
d1S
1
cuss10n and practwe for Open House 1 Rockford. He was the only student 
foLowe~. An a.nnounooment was made to present a paper at the meet. 
concer.mng a piCnic to he given by the 
Industrtal Arts ·boy.s for the H ome Ec-
onomic girls a.t th e picnic grounds 
Tuesday night, May 18. 
---E:ISTc----
Under the direction of Dr. E. L. 
Stover, Mr. Brian, a senior, h as been 
conducting private experimenta l re-
~earch in "Reg'ions of Growth in Hy-
pccotyls' .sinc·e last September, and this 
Ina Lee Foster Will was the subject of his paper. T llt: 
S k G . Cl b president of the local Science club has pea at eo g. u I asked that it be given at the n ext club 
--- meettng, Wednesday. Dr. Hiram F. 
The Geography club will meet for Thut will also present his p aper given 
the last time this year on Wednesday at the Academy. 
evening at 7:30 in room 6. Mr. Brian reports ha·ving seen at 
Miss Ina Lee Foster will speak about the meeting Miss Mary Frances Heer-
her experiences in .South America. Miss mans, former student here, and Glenn 
Footer was, for several years, a teach- E. Davis, who 'is working upon his M. 
er in Montevideo. She is at present in A. at t he University of Illinois, in Dr. 
Charleston as housekeeper for Dean Bucholz's private research department. 
Catherine SWwelL /•----------------• 
Paul Wakefield, president of Geog- PETERS' 
raphy . club, urge.s all ~embe:s and M A R I N £ L L 0 
those mterested m heanng MJSs Fos-
ter's talk to attend this final meeting. 
----E:ISTc----
Let a present from Maurice Carroll's 
Flower shop solve your Graduation 
Gift Problem.- and oh yes!-Thanks 
for your patronage this year. See you j 
next year? 
BEAUTY SHOP 
"Ye Shop 0' Beauty., 
Zotos Permanents ... a soft, nat-
ural wave ... no machine and 
no electricity. 
PHONE 1506 North Side Square , _________________________ , 
.,.:~:::;_· . . ·-... ', -: . ..-- . .. . . .. , r . : .. . . 
Accent on Detail in Stunning Styles in ••• 
$ 
and $3.95 
•• dainty stitching, "pea" 
or ualmond" shaped 
cut .. work, "hair .. ribbon" 
lacing, swirling straps on 
KID or DOESKIN ••• 
A&G SHOE MART 
WEST SIDE SQUARE CHARLESTON 
. ' . \ . . 
... ' . ~ ~ ' ·, . .. . ·~ .. . .· . ' 
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Cook Analyzes 
Subject Fields 
John MacGregor Is 
Finalist in National 
John MacGregor, senior in the high 
school, captured third place in the 
finals of the annual Nat'ional Forensic 
League tom·nament held at Jacl{Son-
Thomas Tells 
Story of Life 
(Continued from Page 4) Continued from Preceding Page 
v:ille, Illinois, on Thursday, May 6. 
are teaching only art, 42 are teaching Seven contestants entered the final 1 in Colorado, I returned to Iowa State 
in two fields, 10 are teaching in three, division in this contest. Forty-one con- i to ~o graduate work for three years. 
and 10 are teaching in four or more testants in the humorous departm-ent Durmg the second year after my re-
fields. from 33 different states made up com- turn I did fellowsh'ip teaching in po--
A tabulation of 100 requests for art . petition for the TC finalist. litical science and economics. After 
teachers ~eveals t?-at . othe~ subjects I Betty King, another high school the N_ovember el·ections in the year 
occurred m combmatwn With art as n ior w·thstood four preliminary followmg, Prof. Patterson, one of my 
follows: :~u;d~ bef;re ebing dropped frcm the ins~ructors, was calle~ to N~w York 
Subject Number of Occurrences d +t·c dl.vlS· ion to do research work m the ctty tene-
1 
ramau · · t · t Du · h. 1 I Music ............... : ....... _. ................ 2655 Elio-ibility for state competition is ment dLs _nc s. _rmg IS eave 
E:ementary Educatwn ........ b • fir 1 d .· . 1 taught h1s economics classes. I had 
. ' 10 determmed by s~ or secon wms ~n receiv-ed m M. A. deo-ree b th-en. Gtrls P · E. ............ .................. district or state National Forensic Y o Y 
English .................................... 8 League contests. Miss King placed "In the fall of 1902 I was ~asked to 
Handwriting .......................... 7 second in the district while MacGregor continue teaching a full professor's 
The extra-curricular activities which Wl)n first in the state N. F. L. conte&t work. I had heard about Harvard 
art teachers are required to direct in at Urbana on April 24_ college, Amer'ica's first school for boys, 
order of frequency are: glee club, in my youth. To attend that school 
band, orchestra, dramatics. There were 400 ~ntrants f~om the 33 had b-een one of m y major ambitions. 
states represen~e~ m the natwnal meet I declined the position offered me and 
this year. This IS the first year tha: I entered Harvard, where I spent two 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 2. TC student has e~er gone to th~.:: year . 1 did a great deal of research 
Requirements for teaching in- na~io~al contesct. Md lSSte Breepttreese~t~~ work in Boston libraries while there. 
dustrial arts - (The industrial arts Batls 40, a T _gra ua , The future Mrs. Thomas was in Bas-
include woodworking, metal working, the h igh school m the state last year t t th t· 
· 1 t· on a e Ime. general shop, auto mecharucs, e_ec- for the first tme. 
"When I left Harvard in 1904, there 
tricity, plumbing, printing, and draw- The selection given by MacGregor were almost no college teaching posi-
ing, including mechanical architec- was the Rude Mechanicals scene from 
N'i ht' tions open. I returned to Iowa, and tural, and freehand drawing.) 24 Shaker;peare's "A Midsummer g s became principal of a high school 'in 
quarter hours of college preparation Dream." Red Oak. I married during that year. 
in the field of industrial arts, ~~ The following year r entered business, 
quarter hours of which must be 32 l·n three taking a post'tion with the T. D. Mur-
t t ht It · teaching in two fields, the specific subjec aug · IS re- and 5 1·n fl·ve phy Art calendar co., a large novelty t h fields, 14 in four fields, commended that the eac ers pre- manufacturing concern. 
paration include 12 quarter hours in or more fields. 
the social sciences and 12 quarter A tabulation of 100 requests for com- "In the spring of the year 1 received 
mercia! teachers reveals that other a letter f.rom the university Depart-hours in the physical sciences. ment of eduoation head saying that 
subjects occurred in combination with Opportunities for teaching indus- L. c. Lord, president of Eastern llli-
t f Ill . it as follows: trial arts - The percen age o I- no'is State Normal school, wanted a 
nois high schools offering the var- Subject Number of Occurrences man in history and that I had be(;)n 
ious subjects in industrial arts is as social Science ........................ 12 recommended. 
follows: woodwork, 35 per cent; me- Girls' P. E. . .. ............................. 12 "I accepted the position in the fall 
chanica! drawing, 25 per cent; form Music .......................... ...... .. ........ 11 of 1906 and moved to Charleston. East-
mechanics, 23 per cent; general shop, coaching, Boys' P. E ............. 8 ern then had an enrollment of barely 
9 per cent; metal work, 4 per cent; English .......... .. .......... ........ .. ..... . 7 300 students, most of whom were not 
auto shop, 4 per cent; architectural Mathematics ........................ .. .. 7 high school graduates." 
drawing, 2 per cent; machine shop, Latin .......................................... 5 I When questioned further about his 
electric shop, building trades and Home Economics ................... 5 full teaching load and graduate work 
pattern shop each 1 per cent. Physical Science ..... ... ............ .. 4 I at Iowa, Mr. Thomas answeted, "Yes, 
Illinois high schools are behind Biological Science .................... 4 it was a great deal of work. I had 
many neighboring states in the in- General Science .... .. ..... .. ....... 3 one class that met twice weekly for 2% 
tl·oduct1·0 n of m· dustrial arts into the hour periods. Two men in the class The extra-curncular activities which 
QUI. l·ndustrt'ai"pproximately half of t had had over a year's more graduate ~ commercial teachers are required o 
ed I·n other· s arts majors are plac- are: work than I. Often I read over 5,000 direct in order of frequency pages for a class meeting. 1 was de-
Teaching Combinations with in- athletics, band, orchestra, glee club, termined not to be caught up by those 
dustrial arts - An investigation of the dramatics, forensics. men. 1 learned to read rapidly and 
teaching combinations of a sampling to retain what r read. While at 
of 100 industrial arts teachers in Dr. Cook, in his treatise, has given Harvard, I did research work at a 
Illinois reveals that 37 are teaching the college situation augmenting the I private library in Boston. Often I sat 
only industrial arts, 40 are teaching tendency toward early specialzation rtown at a t3Jble there at 8:45 in the 
in two fields, 16 are teaching in summary treatment as follows: there I mo~ning .not t~ move from ~,Y seat 
three fields, and 7 are teaching in is a tendency for college department until 5 o clock m the evening. 
four or more fields . heads to require too much work in We .congratulated Mr. Thomas upon 
A tabulation of 100 requests for their departments for a major and in the honor h e is to receive. He smiled 
industrial arts teachers reveals that this way prevent students from pre- genially. "It came as a complete 
other subjects occurred in combin- paring to teaching a sufficient number 5urprise to me," he said. "I do 
ation with it as follows: of fields to qualify for positions in feel flattered because this particu-
Subject Number of Occurrences 1 small high schoolS. That this condi- lar university confers very few han-
Coaching and Boys' P. E . .... 45 tion is not local is indicated by the fact 
Mathematics ............................ 23 that in December, 1935, the Illinois I 
Social Science ........................ 15 state Examining board for teachers' I 
General Science ......... ........... 5 certificates passed a resolution requir-
Physical Science .................... 5 ing two majors (called minors at I 
Biological Science ........... ....... 5 EI) of twenty-four quarter hours each 1J 
Music ................... ...... ....... ....... . 5 in a subject or group of related sub-
English .. ................................ ... ... 5 jects for a limited state high school I 
. The ~xra-curricular activities . which certificate aside from the first major 
1 
mdustnal arts teachers are reqmred to 
1 
requiring 60 hours. j 
direct. in order of frequency are: Students planning to take a degree 
athletics, band, and orchestra. should give serious consideration to I 
--- the four year course for elementary , 
COMMERCE teachers. The larger school systems of j 
CROWDER 
and 
WILLIAMS 
Wall Paper 
Paints 
and Glass 
Requirements for teaching commer- the state are now requiring that ele-
cial subject - (The commercial stud- mentary teachers have a degree and 1 
ies include shorthand, typewriting, there is not a sufficient supply of such ! 
commercial arithmetic, business law, teachers to fill the demand. Women I 
bookkeeping, general business train- who major in geography, English, his- II 
ing, salesmanship, and advertising.) 24 tory, mathematics or biology will great- ~ 
quarter hours of preparation in the ly increase their chances of placement 
field of commerce including at least 12 by taking a minor in elementary edu- 419 Sixth St. Ph~ne 993 
quarter hours in the subject taught if cation. 1 
a unit course and 8 quarter hours if a J-----------------
half unit course. (Credit for commer-
cial courses completed in high school 
or in a business college may be allow-
ed to the extent of six semester hours 
for each unit course and not to ex-
ceed a tota} of 9 quarter hours.) 
Opportunities for teaching commer-
cial subjects - An investigation of the 
teaching combinations of 10 high school 
teachers of commerce reveals that 2 
are teaching only commerce, 47 are 
Why is the ... 
THE CIDCAGO DAILY NEWS 
gaining so 'in circulation 
in Charleston. 
Try It and See 
CALL 
EDGAR BELL, EI '40 
205 LINCOLN PHONE 1103 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this Hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sunday and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. 8. GRANT 
Mattoon Illinois 
Telephone 2700 
Sports 'Celebrity 
Mi~bra Osborn 
orary degrees. They have a rule which 
automatically makes· the recipient of 
an honorary degree the speaker at 
their baccalaureate service. I shall 
fill that capacity this year." 
. I:ISTC•---
Let a present from Maurice Carroll's ! 
Flower shop solve your Graduation 
Gift Problem.- and oh yes!-Thanks 
for your patronage this year. See you 
next year? 
Page Seven 
WAAConfers 
Honor Awards 
At the annual W AA formal banquet 
held at 1506 Third street at 7:00 last 
night, Miss Florence McAfee pre-
sented Milbra Osborn with the WAA 
honor pin for this year. Helen Hall 
and Kathryn Shores both received 
honor pins last year. 
Miss Mabel J. Hupprich gave let-
ters, which as honors are second only 
to the pins, to Lucille Abbee, Vir-
ginia Gayez, Mildred Guthrie, Ger-
aldine Moon, rona Mow over, Mil bra 
Osborne and Margaret Stephenson. 
Sadie Kuffel was general chairman 
of the affair, which was attended by 
about 25 girls. Violet Podesta was 
toastmistress, and heads of the var-
ious clubs spoke. 
The committees were Ether Lum-
brick and Milbra Osborn, refresh-
ments; Pauline Pachiarz, Caroline 
Gilbert and Laure Conley, decora-
tions; and Geraldine Moon and 
Yvonne Baker, programs. 
BRADING'S 
SHOE REP AIRING 
Quality Material and 
Prompt Service 
417 7th St. PHONE 173 
CHARLESTON· STEAM· LAUNDRY 
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop. 
Modern, Up-to-Date Laundry Plant 
6th & ADAMS PHONE 284 
KEITH'S 
BAKERY 
SPECIAL 
ORDERS 
SOLICITED 
BAKERS OF 
CHARLESTON'S 
LEADING BREAD 
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE 
You Sha·ll Have 
SUNSHINE 
Whe1·ever you go so long as you drink plenty 
of fresh, delicious milk. A complete food in 
itself, milk is necessary to the health of chil-
dren and grown-ups alike. MEADOW GOLD 
milk is famous for its rich, sparkling good· 
ness. Use it in your cooking, too. 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 
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Successful Golf Season Brightens Spring Sports Record 
IIACTeants to 
Meet May 21-22 
Five Teachers Colleges Will Be 
Left in Cold by 10 Liberal Arts 
Schools 
With probably the finest field of 
competitors in the history of "Little 19" 
conference, the eig1h.teenth annual 
'track and field meet at Monmouth 
college on Friday ,and Saturday, Ma.y 
21 and 22 promises not only to be the 
best ever held and may also be the 
last. The long threatened breakup of 
the conference seems now to .be inevi-
table with the withdrawal of ten mem-
bers. 
The Little 19 coaches will meet 
Friday night to study and clear up 
the threatened split-up of the con-
ference. Coach C. P. Lantz, acting 
commissioner of athletics in the 
league and widely known as dean 
of the conference, is expected to 
take a leading part in the affair. 
.....•..••..••••...••.•.......••..••....••....•..•.. 
How They Swing 
AB H Ave. 
Weekley ............................ 26 10 .384 
Wilson .............................. 13 5 .384 
C. Carlock ........................ 28 10 .357 
Liddle .......... ...................... 26 9 .346 
Hutton ........... .................. 18 6 .333 
E. Jones ............................ 12 4 .333 
H . Jones .......................... 6 2 .333 
Curry .................................. 25 7 .280 
Kessinger .......................... 26 7 .2'69 
R. Carlock ........................ 24 5 .208 
"Slugger Dub" Weekley's conference 
average, which ]s .429, puts him third 
among Little 19 hitters. 
..••••....••••..••.......•••................•••••••. 
Terre Haute Nips 
Panther Nine 7-6 
Golfers Boast 
7 Wins, 1 Loss 
Defeat Two Chicago Teams, 
Indiana State; Will Compete 
In IIAC Tournam,ent 
This has been the 'best year for the 
Eastern .golf team since the sport was 
e...c:;tablished here by Dean F. A. Beu 
in 1935. The season's record is seven 
viCitories and one defeSJt. The team 
this year consisted of : No. 1- Ken-
neth Oglesby, a freshman; No. 2-
Clarence Garlson, a junior; No. 3-
Mervin Baker, a freshman; No. 4-Don 
Newell, a junior; and No. 5~Edward 
Gates, a senior. 
Send 3 Men to State 
The annual Little 19 conference golf 
tournament will be held this year (next 
When the Panthers journeyed to Friday and Saturday) at Monmouth, 
Terre Haute, Friday, they received an Illinois. Eastern will be represented by 
unexpected 6-7 jolt in the Memorial three men- Kenneth Oglesby, Clarenw 
sliadium. Carlson and Mervin Baker. The event 
Jones, Panther pitcher, pitched the is based entirely on medal play. Awards 
first five innings, allowing only one will be made to the best individual 
run. He was troubled in the sixth players as well as to the best teams. 
coach w. s. Angus will probably when he allowed three hits and issued 
1 
Judg:ing from the tea,m's record to 
take eleven men to the state, most of one walk. Wood then relieved him date, Eastern has an excellent chance 
whom placed in the Teachers college and held the Hoosiers scoreless unt'il in this tournament. 
meet. They are . Bob Anderson, Earl the ninth, when Indiana scored the Whip Annour Tech 
Andei"Son, John Dayton, Bob Holmes, winning run. On Friday, May 7, Eastern's golf 
Dale Haverstock, H. Younger, c. Ridey, Eastern's big inning was the sixth team triumphed over Armour Tech in 
W. Ritchie, Joe Henderson, Jim stahl, in which they scored four runs. R. their most difficult match of the sea-
and Ed Miller. There may be an ad- Carlock led off with a base ' hit and son to date. The strong Armour team 
dition of two men, depending on the C. Carlock followed his brother with gave the locals .a real battle on the 
results of this week's track workouts. a long single to left center field, scor- Southmoor C'ountry Club, one of Chi-
The Panther team will leave around ing R alph, who had stolen second cago's better courses. Bud Oglesby was 
six o'clock Friday to be ready for the before Charley's drive. Paul Weekley low for the day with ~ 75. Mervin 
preliminaries which start at 3:30. smashed a line drive into the right Baker and Shorty Gates also came 
Bob Anderson, always at his best at field bleachers for an automatic dou- through, making enough points to turn 
the end of the season, turned in a ble, scoring C . Carlock. "Red" Liddle: the tide in our direction. 
9 :56 two mile in practice workouts last hit a hard grounder to Moseley, In- The box score: 
Friday. He and Dayton, who may be diana shortstop, who booted it into Player- 1st 9 2nd 9 18 pts. 
shifted to the two-mile spot instead of center field, allowing Weekley to score. Oglesby ................ ..40 35 75 3 
the mile, are depended upon to win Curry, who was playing his last game Shanahan (A) .... 43 40 83 0 
points for Eastern. Another shift has in the stadium, then collected his sec- Carlson .. ................ 44 42. 86 o 
been made to put stahl in the half ond straight hit, a beauty into right Sunde (A) .......... ..43 41 84 3 
rather than the quarter , and to run center field, and scored on Wilson's Newell .................... 45 43 88 0 
Miller in both the 220 and quarter. ground ball to the Indiana shortstop. Skuza (A) ............ 44 40 84 3 
Fans who have been studying the Charleston scored the tying run in I Baker ....... ............... 43 43 86 2% 
records o::. spring meets report . thSJt the ninth, but Indiana came back in Malmfeldt (A) .... 45 43 88 1h 
only five of the fifteen records are their half with the winning run on a Gates ...................... 45 44 89 3 
really secure on a basis of past per- squeeze play with a man on third Mackey (A) .......... 47 45 92 0 
formances. That ten records should be base. In the doubles matches, Oglesby and 
equalled or surpassed seems improb- Cha·rleston AB R H E Newell scored 2% points and Carlson 
able but that several records will be Kessinger, ss ............................ 5 o 1 1 and Baker scored one :point bringing. 
broken .seems certain. In t h e fieid R. Carlock, rf ..................... ..... 5 1 1 0 Eastern's total to 12. 
events, only the ·broad jump record C. Garlock, 2b ..... ..................... 5 2 2 0 Terre Haute Is 7th Victim 
looks safe. Northern Teachers has a Weekley, 1'b .............................. 5 1 1 o Eastern's golf team chalked up their 
pair of performers who are capable of Liddle, c .. .................................... 5 o 1 o seventh victory of the season Friday at 
shattering the high jump and jave- Curry, cf .................................... 5 2 3 o Terre Haute. In the morning, in the 
lm records. w esleyan's Bedell and Wilson , If ................... .. ............... 3 o 0 o doubles matches, Oglesby and Newell 
Slanec are cap8Jble of new marks in Hutton, 3b .................................. 3 0 1 0 of Eastern defeated Wight and Bright 
the discus and shot, and Siebert of Jones, p ........ ...... .............. .......... 1 0 0 0 of Ter.re Haute '3-0, and Carlson a.nd 
North Central should better his own xWoods, p .................................. 1 0 0 0 Baker of Eastern defeated McDonald 
-- -- and Wegrich 3-0. In the afternoon, in 
mark in the pole vault. 
Dick Goff, the best hurdler in Knox 
history, is after the record in the high 
hurdles. Payton, Southern Normal's 
negro flash , tied the low hurdles mark 
last year and plans to improve on that 
iime this year. Karl Heim of DeKalb, 
record holder in the 440, thinks he oan 
lower his mark in that event and win 
the 880 too. 
--- EIST·e---
PANTHER BALL SQUAD TO 
FACE ILLINOIS, NORMAL 
Two more games complete the Pan-
thers' baseball season this yea.r. Wed-
nesday they journey to Illinois College 
at Jacksonville for a battle with the 
larrupin' Blue Boys who handed ,the 
Lantzmen t heir worst defeat of the 
season h ere. Thursday the locals have 
another chance at Normal. 
GEBHART 
MOTOR SUPPLY 
South Side Square 
CHAMOIS 
SPONGES 
POLISHES 
13-plate Battery .......................... $1.79 
Auto Compass .............................. $1.39 
Totals ...................................... 38 6 10 1 the singles matches, Gates replaced 
x- Woods relieved Jones in ninth. Newell. Bud Oglesby held lOIW score for 
Terre Haute AB R H E 
Patterson, 1b .............................. 4 0 0 0 
O'Leary, 3h ................................ 3 1 1 1 
Moseley, ss .................... .............. 4 1 0 1 
Brothers, c .............................. ..4 1 2 0 
Hadley, rf ....... ............................. 3 2 1 0 
Wood, lf ...................................... 4 1 2 0 
Cartwright, cf .......................... 4 1 3 0 
Holstead, 2b .............................. 3 0 0 0 
McHargue, p ............... ............. 4 0 2 0 
Totals ...................................... 33 7 11 2 
BURBECK 
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO. 
Complete Radio Service for 
All Makes 
Electrical Appliances, Wiring 
and Lighting Fixtures. 
"We have it, can get it, or 
it isn't made" 
604 6th St. PHONE 47t 
Coles County's Largest Dept Store 
• 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
D.R.ESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
i"v'IUSIC 
Welcomes You! 
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the 
quality we have. Every item of high grade and 
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything fol' 
the girl. 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render 
service at all times. Expert operator. 
• ALEXANDER'S 
. ..•••.............•......•...••••...•.............. 
COLLEGE SOFT -BALL 
TEAM WALLOPS SHILOH 
• Calls in Outfield 
Little 19 Split 
To Occur Soon 
A softball team made up of --
men from the College played l Monmouth Will Be Host to Fin-
Camp Shiloh two games last est Group of Competitors in 
week. The Collegians won 16-9 Little 19 History 
and 28-2. Neal and Cooper pitch-
ed the first game. Neal went the I The Little Nineteen conference 
route in the second game. will not exist after J une, it was pre-
The first game was played dlcted at Bloomington after representa-
there, and the second was played tives of ten of the 21 colleges in the 
here. • 
A comedy of errors was enact-
ed in the second gaine. In the 
last two innings the Collegians 
called in their outfield and only 
P·layed six men. T hree home 
runs in the first inning was the 
feature of the second game. 
group voted to submit their with-
drawals at the annual spring meet-
ing in Monmouth on May 21. 
Presidents, athletic directors, and 
faculty members from Lake Forest, 
Wheaton, Monmouth, Knox, Illinois 
Wesleyan, Bradley, Millikin, Illinois 
college, North Central, and August-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••.. ana favored quitting the conference. 
Split on Freshman Rule 
the day with 75, Oarlson was second The freshman rule bone of con-wi~h 78,. and Wight of Terre Haute was 1 tention the last few 'years, has caus-
third Wlth 80. I ed the spit. The ten withdrawing 
Box score (singles) : colleges will enforce the freshman 
Player- 1st 9 2nd 9 18 pt.g, rule beginning the fall semester in 
Oglesby .................. 40 35 75 2% September, it was decided. 
Wight (TH) .. ...... 40 40 80 % Representatives of Carthage and 
Carlson .................. 40 38 78 2% St. Viator also at tended the meet, 
Bright (TH) ....... . 40 41 81 1h and it is understood that they will 
Bak·er .... .................. 45 44 89 1% 1 attempt to install the first year 
Wegrich (TH) .... 44 45 89 1% r egulation in their schools and peti-
Gates ...................... 44 45 89 3 tion for membership in the new ten 
McDonald (TH) .. 46 47 93 0 college group. 
Take Second Chicago Match Teachers Colleges Out 
In the s·econd match of the ChicaO'o On the outside are the five teach-
trip, Eastern's golfers chalked up ~- ers colleges, Carbondale, Macomb, 
other win by defeating Wilson Jr. Col- Charleston, DeKalb, and State Nor-
lege on Saturday, May 8, over the E:V- mal, as well as McKendree, Shurt-
ergreen golf course in the heart of the leff, _Elmhurst, and Eureka, which 
South Side of Chicago. It ma kes six 1 per.mit freshman competition. It is 
victori·es to one loss for Coach Beu·s b~lleved that t he teachers colleges 
team. Will form a conference of th3ir own 
Bud Oglesby was again low man for a~d that McKendree and Shurtleff 
the day scoring a 79. Fiet of Wilson Wl~ ~n~er a southern league with 
was second with 83 and Carlson was PrmCipla and Blackburn. Elmhurst 
third with 84. and Eureka appear to be left out of 
the picture. , • 
The box score: 
Player- 1st 9 2nd 9 18 pts. 
Oglesby ................ ..41 38 79 3 
Fiet (W ) .............. 44 39 -ut. 0 
The Lit tle Ninteen has been in 
existence more than a quar ter of a 
century. 
Carlson ................. .43 41 84 3 
Joswick (W) ........ 45 42 87 0 
Baker ... ....... ............ 44 43 87 1lh 
Grossman (W) .... 43 44 87 l lh 
Newell ..... ............... 45 43 88 0 
Kelley (W) ......... .44 42. 86 3 
Gates ............. ......... 45 43 88 l lh 
Feeley (W) .......... 44 44 88 1% 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
Clive Dick, Mgr. 
In the doubles matches Oglesby and 
1 
Newell s-~ored three p oints and Carl-
son and Baker scored three points. l J-----------------------1 
THE TRIPLE ' ' L' , 
~[RV[~ HOME-MADE ICE CREAM 10c JUMBO MALTED MILKS 5c TRIPLE DIP CONES 5c HAMBURGERS HOT and COLD DRINKS ' ' I I 
TRY US 616 SIXTH ST. 
Ulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Practical and Glamorous 
'SOAPSUDS FROCKS' 
FOR NOW and SUMMER 
"Around the Clock" Styles 
for Ear ly M orning to Early Morning 
Frocks of Distinction 
Such a!:-· 
NELLY DONS-GEORGIANA 
MAYFLOWER-MARJORIE MONTGOMERY 
DORIS DOnSON JUNIOR STYLES 
SACSON, etc. 
$2.00, $3.00, $5.95 to $10.95 
Dress-Well Shops 
"We Help Women Dress Well" 
~lllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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Illinois Whips 
Panthers 18-4 
FARRAR SEEING Smith's Team Tops Carbondale ·Captures Tenth' Annual 
Extramural League Teachers . College ·Meet; Ell~ Fourth 
By .... I T~e 1937 softball league ended last 
J o h n Farrar week with Smith's team holding first By Dick Lewis Hutton of DeKalb broke Bob's own 
place. The Cotton Ta$ ended .the sea- Southern Illinois Normal university r·ecord with a 9:54.1 run; Charley Rid-
A strong Illinois College baseball son with a clean sl.a.te. Six victories of Carbondale captured the tenth an- ey, who won third in tJ;le high hurdles; 
team descended on the Panther nine The athletic program for this year nual Teachers College Track and Field Dayton, fourth in the mile, another and no losses cinched fin>t plaoe for 
Wednesday afternoon and neatly trim- 1936-37 is drawing to a close and as the Smith team. meet he~d at Normal University S!i.t - record breaker by Hussong at 4:23; 
med them by a topheavy score of 18- 1 one scans the· records made by urday, May 8, by totalling 65 points. Haverstock, fourth in the javelin; Earl 
4. The Illinois College athletes found The Jones Boys lost their only game Normal ran a close second with 64 Anderson, fifth in the two mile. Broy-Panther teams in intercollegiate com- to Smith. Th·e r·emaining teams failed ~~ f~:a~i~~~!~~ltbo~~hhi~~~~z a~s::r~~ petition during this period, he can to shaw any championship material. ~~i~~I~~~~ ~~;:~~~~g n~:_:P~:c~~~ ~~i;~t~ ~:b~~s~~n':':e unable to par-
an effort to stem the tide of two and see a marked improvement over Playing air tight ball .behind the favorites, were able to accumulate 57 Payton, a junior. colored star and 
three-base hits streaming from their 1935-36. steady ·and flashy pitching of "Rab- points for third place honors. t bit" Smit!h, the Cotton T·ails had lit tle rack captain from Oarbondale, won 
bats. Mattson, Illinois College's hurler, A similar reflection will reveal to "'·' . t . th ftball crown Eastern was fourth with eighteen 1 the day's individual honors by takin!r t t t 1 f 1 t rouwe m ·cap unng e so . ~ kept th~ locals down . o a o a o our Eastern sports enthusiasts a The slugging of Lewis and McGlasson points, while Western scored only 15 both dash events and the 220 low hm·-
seven hits for the .entrre g~me. 1 bright outlook for next year. The were important features of the league I for 1ast pl-ace. 
Jones, Eastern Pitcher, Pitched most football team loses only its captain, · · t · 1 The meet proved to be a fast well- dles. 
of the first inning but was replaced Paul Weekley and should charge 1 wmnmg . ea~. . d d balanced and record-breakin.,. 'affair ---------------• 
h ·t h d ttl th · th ' . . The wmnmg team w1ll be awa.r e o ' by Woods, w o Pl c e un e SIX ' forth next fall with renewed VIgor I . . . with seven n ew marks set and two 
t f C 11 . mmiature silver softballs. A F t F • • h w~en. he was take~ ou .or Me ?nne · and valuable expenence. The cross- . . others ti·ed. DeKalh's athletes d·emol- ac ory lOIS •• • 
I!lm01s College gamed six runs m the country team which The season's standmg shows: ished five of those seven. 
first inning and seven in the sixth won the Little Nine- Won Lost 
Eastern brought in three runs in the teen championship I Smith .............................................. 6 0 
fifth and one more in the ninth. Lam- last fall does not stand Jones Boys ...................................... 5 1 
bert, Illinois College center fielder, to lose a man, but Lair 5 1 
was the outstanding batter of the day Dame Rumor has it Baker .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::2 4 
with four hits out of four recorded that John Dayton, Fideli.s .......... ~ .. ................................. 2 4 
trips to the plate. Eastern's short- leading runner on the Phi Eil.5s .......................................... 1 5 
stop, Kessinger, played an excellent team and individual Softies .............................................. 0 5 
fielding game, figuring prominently in conference champion, J. Henderson 
a large number of the plays. will not return to 
Score by innings: school next fall, leaving a vacancy vicinity. Don't put this off; ·do it 
Illinois College .......... 6 3 1 0 0 7 1 0 0 which will be hard to fill. The I immediately after school is out! 
Eastern Ill. .. .............. 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 basketball team also will remain vir-
---EisT ually intact, Joe In this final column of the year, 
we wish to mourn the passing of 1 
three fine athletes from Eastern 
sports circles. We mean Joe Curry, 
Paul Weekley and Joe Henderson. 
curry, captain of the basketball 
team, has played basketball and 
has always been a dependable man. 
Weekley, · captain of the football 
team, has p:ayed football and 
baseball for four years and, like 
Curry, has been a pil~ar of strength 
for Eastern teams. Henderson has 
Racqueteers Take 
1 Late Season Spurt 
By Robert Gibson 
Eastern's tennis team composed of 
Carl P eterson, Dean Fling, Raymond 
Cole, and Harry Anderson, under 
the leadership of Coach Glenn H. 
Seymour started the season's play 
with Normal in two matches on 
April 17 and 24. Lack of practice 
and conditioning was a contributing 
factor in the two defeats, each by a 
5-1 score. The third defeat of the 
season was at the hands of Carbon-
dale, again with a score of 5-l. 
The match with Indiana State at 
Terre Haute on Wednesday April 
28 was stopped because of rain, but 
was continued here May 5, resulting 
~·· a 4_2 wi for Terre Haute. That 
marks v. fast defeat of the season 
in regular matches. The scheduled 
match here on the same day, May 
5, with Indiana State resulted in a 
3-3 tie. Two days later, May 7, 
Eastern's racqueteers played another 
3-3 tie with Carbondale, showing 
that the earlier 5-1 defeat by Car-
bondale was partly due to lack of 
conditioning. The last two matches 
before entering the tournament were 
won from Wesleyan at Bloomington, 
6-0; and from Millikin at Charles-
ton , 4-2. 
In the district singles tournament, 
Saturday, May 15, Normal and East-
ern were the only survivors in the 
semi-finals out of the five starting 
teams: Normal, Wesleyan, Eureka, 
Millikin, and Eastern. In the semi-
finals Odell and Adams of Normal 
proved to be too strong for Cole and 
Anderson of Eastern. The district 
will be represented in the state meet 
by the No. 1 and No. 2 players from 
Normal. I 
No final results can yet be report-
ed from the doubles matches, as rain 
prevented the last of them from be-
ing finished. Both of Eastern's 
teams are still in the running 
After finishing their matches in 
the tournament Tuesday morning, 
May 18 at Normal, Eastern will meet 
Millikin at Decatur in the afternoon. 
The student body will have their last 
chance to see the boys in action in 
their last match of the season with 
Wesleyan, Wednesday, May 19. 
Thanks Grads! 
-for your patronage 
To the others, we wish to see 
you again next year. 
LINCOLN INN 
D.T. FREELAND 
PHONE 73 706 LINCOL.~ 
Joe Curry 
Curry, captain, is the 
only man to leave its 
ranks. The tennis and 
golf teams will not lose 
a man, while Joe 
Henderson, s t e 11 a r 
high jumper, is the 
only man to leave the 
track squad. Coach 
Lantz's baseball team 
loses Paul Weekley and Joe Curry. 
This short survey shows that East-
ern will have practi-
cally the same mater-
ial next year as has 
performed so capably 
during the past sports 
year. Now, having 
shown you these facts, 
Farrar Seeing would 
like to make a plea to 
all loyal backers of Paul Weekley 
B:astern athletic teams. 
- When you go home this summer, 
make it a point to see the prep stars 
in your vicinity, tell them of our 
new gym, championship cross country 
teams, able coaching staff and at-
tractive schedules. 
Get the star halfback, flashy for-
ward, or record breaking miler; new 
talent, that's what we need here at 
Eastern, and if we get it, Panther 
teams will be feared throughout this 
We 
Hope ... 
. our store has in some 
way helped make this past 
school year a pleasant one. 
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR? 
Werden Grocery 
Just off the South Side Sq. o.a 6th 
earned his· letter four straight years, 
earning his points despite all ob-
stacles presented by talented compe-
tition. 
In addition to being excellent 
athletes, these three men. embody j 
the ideals of manhood which every 
coach strives to maintain. So Curry, 
, Weekley and Henderson, we say 
"Farewell, and good luck." 
If Y ou,ve Done .... 
as good work in your school work 
as we've tried to do in our work 
this year-you'll get all A's. 
Campbell's Electric 
Shoe Shop 
Just South of Square on 7th St. 
SUNSHINE LAUNDRY 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
• 
Guaranteed Work 
at Right Prices 
• 
N. W. Corner Campus_,pHONE 397 
SANDAL Time! 
Low or Military 
Heels 
E lk or Patent 
$1.98. $2.75 
RYAN SHOE co~ 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
Place winners for Eastern were 
Holmes, who took second in the record 
breaking javelin throw of 20'7 feet m ade 
by Pieters, DeKalb; Henderson, who 
took third in the record-breaking high 
jump; Bob Anderson, who , was forced 
back to third in the two mile, when 
goes with every Shoe ~pair 
job. Get the BEST at 
PHONE 74 
GOLDEN RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson 
--• LINCOLN_• __ 
TUE.SDAY BARGAIN DAY 
10c TO ALL TILL 5 :30, THEN 10c & 15c 
The Great Hospital Myster·y 
with 
Sally BLAINE---Thomas BECK 
WEDNESDAY~THURSDAY SHOWS 2:30-7-9 
The Surprise Picture of 1937 
, They Gave Hi1n a Gun 
with 
Spencer TRACY- Gladys GEORGE 
Franchot TONE 
MATINEE 25c EVENING JOe 
FRIDAY -SA TlfRnA Y MAY 21-22 
Bl&_ DOUBLE,,:', BILL! 
Doris NOLAN- John BOLES 
In 
As Good As Married 
~ 
Charles RUGGLES- Elean.ore WHITNEY 
in 
Turn Off The Moon 
featuring 
Phil Harris and His Orchestra 
MATINEE 25c EVENING JOe 
SUNDAY-MONDAY MAY 23-24 
Fred ASTAIRE 
Ginger ROGE~S 
• 1R 
SHALL WE DANCE 
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY COMEDY-ACT 
--------z.• REX THEA TRE• :E..-----
TUES.-WED.-THURS. ADM. 1 Oc-20c 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
Boris KARLOFF 
In 
N· I G H ·T ; K. E Y 
plus 
JIM HANVEY, Detective 
' ' . with 
Guy KIBBEE-Tom BROWN-Lucie KAYE 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY MATINEE SATURDAY 
Bob ALLEN in 
RIO GRANDE RANGER 
ADMISSION 10c-20c SERIAL-ACT 
Page Ten 
EI Placentents 
Hit 124 Mark 
<Continued from Page 1) 
Webster school, Cumberland county, 
Lerna, Ill.; Sadi D. Abraham rural, 
Snyder school, Jasper county, Yale, 
Ill.; Wanda Dixon, rural, Shady Grove 
school, Richland county, Olney, Ill.; 
Sadie Kuffel, rural, Prairie Cottage 
school, Altamont, Ill.; Rachel Bayler, 
rural, Bank& school, Wayne county, 
Clay City, Ill.; Harriet Ruth Foltz, 
teaching art in intermediate grades, 
Robinson, Illinois. 
Maurine Keck, thkd and fourth 
grades, Stewardson, Ill.; Laura Con-
ley, rural, Prairie Dell school, Pia.tt 
county, Cerro Gordo, Ill.; Edna Mills, 
rural, Parsons schools, Douglas coun-
...........•......•.•............................... 
ALAS! WE'RE IN TROUBLE 
WILL YOU HELP US? 
The News is frantic! There 
has been a catastrophe and only 
you, the readers, can help. Some-
where on the campus or in tr.e 
main building the hygiene paper 
read by Mr. Walter M. Scruggs 
on the survey lecture program 
last Thursday has been lost. The 
janitors haven't destroyed it. 
Someone who reads this may 
have found it. It can be of no 
'value to him, unless he returns 
it to the News. A reward is of-
fered. 
••....•..•..••..•..•............•.•.••.••....••..... 
Phipps Shows How 
Crystals Are Made 
ty, Arthur, Ill.; Virginia L. Eyestone, Dr. H. E. Phipps, head of the 
rural, McCook school, Effingham coun- Chemistry division of the science 
ty, Effin.gham, Ill.; Joe Henderson, department, with the aid of Mrs. 
high school, ooachmg,, math and his- Evelyn Shields, gave an illustrated 
tory, at Hinckley, Ill. lecture on the crystallization of var-
Ruth Smith, first grade teaching in ious substances at the college Science 
Washington school, City; Martha Tur- club meeting Wednesday, May 5. 
ner, f.irst grade teaching in Jefferson By means of a mecroprojector and 
school, City; Evelyn Keitp, fifth grade polarized light, he showed what hap-
teaching in Washington school, City; pens when a substance sohidifies 
Esta Dye, fourth grade teaching in Jef- from a melt1 He also showed that 
ferson school, Oity. certain solid substances ocpur in var-
Thelma Quicksail, Gaskill rural ious forms. 
school, Shelby county; Lucille Spring-
er, Hazel Green rural school, Chris-
tian county; Arthur Maglone, Wake-
field rural school, Richland county; 
Mildred Handley, Kansas high school, 
---EISTC---
Sigma Delta Enlists 
Reporter as Speaker 
teaching English and Latin, Coles Sam Tucker spoke -before Sigma 
county. Delta last Tuesday evening on his ex-
Emma Koss, Fairview rural school, periences .as Washington cor.respondent 
Effingham county; Olive Seder·bert, for the Decatur Herald and Review. 
Maple Grove rural school, Edgar coun- With facts about Washington press or-
ty; Helen M. Turner, Scales rural ganizations, Mr. Tucker also gave his 
school, Douglas county; Vivian Kep- impressions of several well-known na-
linger, Moyer rural school, Crawford tlonal figures in anecdotal references. 
county; .Evelyn Morgan, R.ardin school, Mr. Tucker writes a tri-weekly column 
teaching grades four and five, Coles along with his regular reporting du-
Dorothy Richey, Adams rural school, ties on the Decatur dailies. 
Crawford county; Virginia Staff, Ram- S'i!gma Delta officers were also elect-
sey high school, Ramsey, Ill.; Edith M. ed at this meetin.g. James Rice was 
McDowell, Eaton Rlapids high school, chosen to head the journalism group 
teaching home economics, Eaton Rap- in 1937-38. Robert Gibson will be vice-
ids, Michigan; Mary Augusta Bratton, president, and Robert Anderson, treas-
TEACHERS COLLEGE NBWS 
News Wins First 
In /CPA Contest 
(Continued from Page 1) 
sheet tied for first with the Normal 
Vidette in the general news depart-
n;J.ent; won first award for outstand-
ing merit for betterment of business 
relations; took second in outstand-
ing merit for betterment of college, 
city or state; won second in the best 
• 
Sweepings 
From the 
Hall 
By 
Mary 
Rankin 
Miss Frances Pyro spent the week-
end of April 24, 25 with Miss Mary 
McCaughey at her home in Decatur. 
editorial page contest; won third Miss Minetta Phelps, Miss Martha 
place in interviews (written by Bob Holladay and Miss R eba Goldsmith at-
Gibson)' won honorable mention in tended the Tilinois College Press a.sso-
original advertising, best news story, elation convention at State Normal 
and best humor column contest. university, Normal, TI_linois, S aturday. The scene of the 1937-38 IGP A con-
vention will be laid at Wheaton col- May 8· 
lege near Chicago. It is the first 
time in several years a liberal arts 
college has been awarded the con-
vention. W. Dayton Roberts, editor 
of the Wheaton Record, automatically 
became president of the association, 
whereupon he appointed his business 
Miss Irene Martin, Miss Violet Po-
desta, and Miss Virginia Staff spent 
the week-end of May 1, 2 with Miss 
June Henderson and Miss Betty Duff 
in Clay Oity, Illinois. 
manager, Clinton Youle, secretary- And what's this we hear about the 
treasurer and Charlotte FitzHenry wild week-end party of Miss June Hen-
of Illinois Wesleyan 1\jrgus vice- derson whose guests were awakened in 
president. Roberts succeeds John the middle of the night by the baritone 
Dohm, Normal Vidette editor, as voice of her brother singilllg• "Sweet 
president. Violets" (evidently in honor of Miss 
From the News staff, eight mem- Pod·esta) ? 
bers and Mr. Franklyn Andrews, ad- ElsTc---
viser, attended the clinic meetings, COMMENCEMENTS GALORE! 
tours, luncheons and banquets pro- --
vided by the host, Normal. In all, DT. Walter Cook, training school 
seventy-five press representatives at- head, is to be t h e :principal speaker of 
tended the convention. commencement services on three dif-
Eastern was represented by Mr. ferent occasions. He is scheduled to 
and Mrs. Andrews, Walton Morris speak a.t t he Jewett High School com-
and Stanley Elam, editors; Reba Gold- mencement Monday, May 17; at Red-
smith, Martha Holladay, Minnetta man High .School commencement Wed-
Phelps, Lloyd Kincaid, Beulah Midgett, nesda.y, May 26; and a.t the eighth 
and Dorothy Dowell. Miss Elizabeth grade commencement at Cowden 
Jones of Oblong was also a guest. Thursday, May 27. His subject is to 
---1:1n be "These Boys and Girls." 
Tuesday, May 18, 193 
News Corrects False 
Statement of May 7 
Contrary to a statement made ilt 
the alumni special edition of the News, 
contracts for construction of the new 
science building ha.ve not been let. 
They were opened for bidding and the 
apparent low bidders announced, but 
the contracts will not be let until suf-
ficient money is assured for construc-
tion of the building. 
Plans for the building ask for phys-
ics space in the north half of the 
basement and the first fioor. The other 
half of the basement will be devoted 
to a hygiene room and storage space. 
Also on the first floor will be a nature 
study room, part of the biological sci-
ence space. 
Geography will occupy not quite half 
of the second floor and zoology the 
rest. The third floor will be turned 
over to chemistry with some room for 
high school physics and general sci-
ence. 
---EI STc- -
FORUM PLANS PICNIC, 
SCAVENGER HUNT THURS. 
A wiener roast and scavenger hunt 
will climax the Forum's social year 
Thursday, beginning at five o'clock. 
Members will meet in room 17 for elec-
tion of officers for next year's club at 
that time. The scavenger hunt fol-
lows the picnic which may be held on 
the campus picnic grounds. Watch the 
bulletin board for further announce-, 
ments. 
For Up-to-Date 
SHOE REPAIRING 
try 
Welton's Shoe Shop 
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16 
MISS LARRIMER HONORED 1 ~---------=--------=----· 
Miss Isabel Larrimer was honored at 
a party at the home of Miss Geraldine 
Piper on Second street, Thursday night, 
May 13. The party was given by the 
Junior Home Economics class. Miss 
llarrimer is the newly elected president 
of the Home Economics Glwb. Refresh-
ments were served. Tho..se present 
were: Misses Helen Hall, Mary June 
Sun Shines! 
Colum:bian school, teaching fourth urer. 
grade, Mattoon, Ill.; Gerald Teel, Oak 
Grove rural school, Champaign county. 
---'E 1n Endsley, Miss Larrimer, Mary Cullum, Time for 
White Shoes 
Rex Burgess, Anna.polis upper grades, 
Annapolis, Ill.; Helen Rose Jones, Scot-
land Community high school, teaching 
English, •Latin and physical education, 
Scottland, Ill.; Wilma Brakennoff, 
Craig rural school, Christian county; 
Doyle Sisson, Ridge Farm school, teach-
ing fifth grade, Ridge Farm, Ill.; Ar-
ley Lee Whitten, Bear Greek rural 
school, Fayette county; Gene Fred 
Lederer, Forest Park, Ill., sixth grade, 
wesley Will Head Mildred Guthrie, Gretchen Duncan , 
· Edith Clouse, Wilba Cribbet, Ilene Rid- 1 lA Club Next year lay, Dorothy Armes, Geraldine Piper. 
Gail Wesley '39, was named In~us­
trial Arts club president for next 1 y: 
in the May 11 elections. Dale 1 . v-
erstock '38 was elected to the hon ?-·ary 
position of vice-president whilf Orlie 
Fulk won the responsible offic ()Jf sec-
retary-treasurer. Martin P" 11S will 
be club historian. 
After the Show ... 
Come to 
PEOPLES DRUG 
STORE 
MEN'S-WOMEN'S- BOYS'- GIRLS' 
Forest Park. At the same meeting the L A. club 
decided to .fete the Home &:anomies 
club with a spring party soon. Further 
arrangements for the open house, May 
21, and the accompanying hobby show 
were made. 
for 
GOOD REFRESHMENTS I NVAA.T'S _:. 
. BllOWNbiltSHOE STOAE ~ Instead of Harriet Elizabeth Irwin, 
as appeared in last week's News, it 
was Elizabeth Miriam Irwin who was 
placed to teach .the primary grades in 
the Pesotum public schools. Miss Irwin 
is a Charleston girl. She was Home 
coming queen in 1935. 
--- ElaTe---
MRS. METTER FETES CLUB 
AT BRIDGE PARTY THURS. 
Mrs. H. L. Metter, 307 Polk street, 
was hostess to her club last Thurs-
day afternoon. A salad course was 
served at 1:30 o'clock after which 
three tables of bridge were in play 
for the remainder of the afternoon. 
Guests of the club were: Mrs. H. J.
1 
Arnold, Mrs. E. H. Taylor, Mrs. Frank- . 
lyn L. Andrews and Mrs. Russell H. 
Landis. 
---IE laTe---
COURTEOUS 
SERVICE 
QUALITY 
PRODUCTS 
try the 
SHELL 
SERVICE STATION 
C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison 
Sloan to Speak at lA Round Table 
Dr. Paul Sloan is to be one of the 
principal speakers at the last meeting 
1 
of the year of the tenth district of 
the Industrial Arts Round Table to 
be h eld at 7 :30 ThurSday evening, i 
May 20, in the Practical Arts building. I ..._ _______________ • 
You Will Find ••••• 
Our Groceries of Best Quality 
and Our Prices Most Reasonable 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
'WINK'S' GROCERY 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH 
N. E. Co-r. Sq. PhO'ne 603 BALOU' C H A RLESTON BOY SCOUT 
Hn r. t iA V I~L . <;HOi c.;, 
Look Your Best 
Feel Your Best 
and 
for the end of the school year activities 
New Clothes from HART SCHAFFNER & MARX 
The patterns are new and the styles direct from fashion centers 
as reported by Robert Surrey. 
THEN COMPLETE THE OUTFIT WITH-
New Shirts from W. B. and Arrow 
New Fancy Hosie·ry from Wilson Brothers 
Neckwear from Cheney 
Two-Piece Munsin.gwear 
White Flannel Trousers 
Streamlined Suspenders 
Sport Belts 
I 
LINDER CLOTHING COMPANY 
ON THE CORNER 
The NEW FORD V-8 for 1937- The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field 
Charleston, Dl. McARTHUR MOTOR SALES PHONE 666 
An unusual photo 
study by Fergus Re-
trum, a member of the 
University of Minne-
sota Camera Club. 
International 
• 
CoLLEGIATE D1cuT 
Photo by Burns. 
• 
Issue 'J.7 
Opening vast new fields of scientific research 
Photometer Capable of m~asuring the light rays of a Ioo-watt bulb 2,000 mtles away, a photometer to be used 
in gauging the light from the most distant ~tars is hown being put into 
service in the University of Arizona's Steward observatory. 
NO HOPE 
• 
Here's something new in testing 
Rater All men and women attending the recent ''Spring Fever" 
dance of the M.I.T. Catholic Club were given tests on this 
novel Seaso-Thermo-Feverometer, developed by Tech student scientists 
to add a touch of novelty to the affair. This "patient" is "slipping", as the 
lighted bulb on the diagnosis machine indicates. Photo by York 
They held out for a longer notice before dates 
Sitters Maryville College co-eds rebelled. at late-not~ce 
dates, so they staged a one-day srt-down strike 
to impress upon the men their demands for at least 12 hour's 
notice. The men agreed, after many peace parleys, such as 
shown above. 
Photo by Waggoner 
~ . 
T th M k We realize you aren't par-ee as ticularly interested in false 
teeth yet, but it may be comforting to know that 
Western Reserve University's Dr. J. E. Bliss has 
... eveloped a . technique for making face masks so he 
~-fCan make your face look the same after false teeth 
· < have replaced original teeth. Wide World 
Shirt--signing is latest fad for dance--goers 
A h Memories of that important date and that famous formal dance will be utograp s recalled when you look at the shirt-front autographed by those who attended 
-that is if you follow the latest fad started on the Princeton University campus. The above group 
(Kay Dickinson, Rufus Worrell III, Constance House and Edward Myers) are demonstrating how 
it's done. 
When Chi Beta 
at University of 
ledo initiated Tom Barford 
Don Williams they first made 
dress semi , formally and ga 
worms at an early-morning hour. 
He's played more than 2,000 games 
LAST YEAR it seemed probable that the American public 
see a new Tar~n, the Ape Man, on the motion picture 
Henry Louis Gehrig, the Yankees' first baseman for 14 years, 
being photographed in leopard skins and having his muscles 
in Hollywood. He was just as sinewy .and handsome as 
Johnny Weismuller, but you can't be swiriging from Holt 
jungle trees and playing first base for the Yankees at the same 
To h :ep Lou from fall ing faint from starvation on the first sack 
season, Col. Ruppert of the Yankees is paying him $36,ooo, 
highest salary in American baseball this year . 
Henry Louis Gehrig came into the world in New York on J 
19, 1903, one of four sickly children in a German family. Son 
began to develop muscle as a star athlete at New York's High 
of Commerce. In 1922 he continued the development as 
on Columbia's football team and pitcher and first baseman on 
Columbia nine. Pushing the apple far out on the field was a spe:c1a• 
of his, as the Phi Delta Thetas recogn~ed by initiating him. 
Yankee scout recognized it, too, so Lou left Columbia his junior 
and has never returned. The reason: in 14 consecutive years 
Yankeefirst baseman he hasplayednearly 2,_ooo consecutive games. 
play many more as long as there are wheel-chairs ·to get him on 
field. Last season he knocked out 4-9 home-runs, r 1 ghort of 
Ruth's all-time 6o. Baseball handbooks are fillecf.with Gehrig 
For all these reasons plain Henry Louis Gehrig has bec:om.e,ll 
baseball, Larrupin' Lou, the Iron M an. 
·S POTLIGH · 
Champion 
No. 1 heavy, 
weight collegiate 
qoxer is Harry 
.. Moon" Mullins of 
Mississippi State, 
who won his crown 
at the national col, 
legia te tourney held" 
in Sacramento, Calif. 
AN~ WHEN THEY 
FEEL TIRED THEY 
MARGARET HUTTON 
-free-style and back-stroke 
champion and famous for 
her record-breaking perform-
ances as a plunger-has 
smoked Camels since 1935. 
FINAL EXAMS AHEAD! 
Charlie Getchell, '40, 
says: "When I'm plug-
ging away at studies, I 
like to enjoy Camels 
steadily. I'm all for Cam-
els- they nev~r jangle 
my nerves." 
JANE FAUNTZ MANSKE 
started SQ:loking Camels 
2 years ago. This Chicago 
girl's superb diving form 
won her National and 
Olympic honors. 
HE WON the Olympic 
diving crown! Marshall 
Wayne, high diver, says: 
"I enjoy a Camel when-
ever I want. Camels 
don't get on my nerves 
-they're mild!" 
JOSEPHINE McKIM 
-holds records In both 
sprint and distance free-
style events. Camels have 
been her favorite ciga-
rette for 3· years now. 
B t · t Dr. David Potter, 0 antS Clark University 
scientist, will be one of the 30 college 
men to accompany Explorer David B. 
MacMillan on a trip to Ba1im Land in 
June. . CouwiAn D1our Photo bv Schiff 
C t t Mostpop ommen a or ular news 
reviewer of University of Idaho, 
Southern Branch, students is Mike 
Megeath, who broadcasts hot uni, 
versity news items over KSEI every 
Wednesday. CouwiAT! Dtaur Photo by Shira 
GEORGIA COLEMAN 
-made Olympic history 
In her spectacular spring-
board diving victory in 
1931. She became a Camel 
smoker that same year • . 
LENORE KIGHT WINGARD 
-the foremost woman free-
style swimmer - holds 7 
world's recordS, 16 national 
ones. Camels have been her 
cigarette for 4 years. 
DOROTHY POYNTON HILL 
-petite. blonde Los Angeles 
beauty-the incomparable 
Queen of the 33-foot plat-
form dive-became a Camel 
fan over a year ago. 
WHAT THESE ACE MERMAIDS SAY-
Dorothy Poynton Hill speaking: .. I'm always 
in training. I prefer Camels for their mild-
ness. They never jangle my nerves. I can enjoy 
smoking as often as I wish. Another advan-
tage of smoking Camels is the invigorating 
'lift' they give me when I'm tired." 
Lenore Kight Wingard- one of the greatest 
woman athletes of our times-adds this: "I 
really get fun out of swimming. liard work 
is part of the game. For four years I've been 
a Camel fan. Camels help me enjoy my food 
no matter how tired or strained I may be. 
rve found Camels do not irritate my throat." 
1• ~~--lo are oaade fro• fl•er, MORE w , EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turtdsh •ncl 0. mestk:- tluul •nJ other popu .. r bnnd. 
T e 1 epa thy Laura and Lil 
lian Dyson, 
identical twins, are shown measuring 
their "extra-sen ory perception" in a 
test being comlucted at New York 
Univer ity by Vernon Sharp (center). 
They do not have the same powers of 
"E.S.P." 
' ; 
Make,.Up L~cile _Fairbanks, mece of tamed cm-
emactor Douglas Fairbanks, completes 
her make-up for the dress rehearsal of a 
U.C.L.A. student production which 
· predict will prove her a 
talented and capable ac-
W.de World 
cram ?~what ilie w& 
Just to give you a bit o a~~LLBGIATE DtGEST ~nt 
cramming student . wi\\ do, er around the Unive~stty 
its best candid camera s~fi~d out how the ordmary 
of Minnesota campus h' . appearance before the 
student prepat~i :r education, the final exam. 
Preme court o g d . ded that: some 
After i~ was aU ovS:m':e faUasleep, some eat 
some don t study :.V do YOU do it? 
way through. Ho 
West Pointers prepare early for vacation 
Clothes .. : make the _man, and uniforms aren't alw~~s proper wear, 
so fir · t a.nJ thtrd-year men at the U. S. Mtlttary Academy 
are bu> mg thetr "cit , now in anticipation of life "on the outside." 
Tt's the old blan~et game 
High Flier Jerry_ Bragg tak~s to sprawling in 
the a1r when he IS tossed high, wide 
and handsome hy his fellow clas11mates around the blan-
ket. CoLLEGIATE DIGPn Photo by WeHs E.tdU.>!ve CoLLEGIATE D1c~T Photo 
J no steep caused. this 
a.nu 
A snac~ in time . . . prevents drowsiness 
E · . . . and ability of the "heelers" (men on pro-xperlence bation who seek positions on the staff) are being 
considered in this most serious meeting of staff members of the Harvard 
Crimson. CoLLEGIAn DIG"-'T Photo hy Al->be from W1de World 
This University of Texas "Sweetheart, is beautiful and Learned 
W · By vote of -the entire student body, June Learned, senior Inner member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, was elected No. 1 co-ed 
on the University of T exas campus. She is shown I?aking her ~ppearance at 
the annual Round-up Revue, traditional homecommg celebratton of Texas 
alumni . 
There's no tal~ing ba.c~ when the husband is the teacher 
F ·1 Aft · One of Russell J. Hammargren 's. best pupils in the journal-ami Y aif ism department of Butler University is his wife, who is 
shown here receiving a few tips from the head of the house during a class session in 
"Ethics of Journalism." Hammargren is acting head of Butler's journalism department 
He was a member of the class of '69 
Oldest Dr. John Kittredge Brown, 94, became 
the oldest living Harvard graduate 
upon the recent death of Henry Munroe Rogers. He 
was for thirty years a missionary in Turkey. 
Horsewomen Shown here are 
the ace co , ed 
riders of Rollins College, where women 
students are demonstrating an increasing 
interest in horseback riding as a part of 
their physical education training. 
This timber,topping jump made ·pole,vaulting history 
N R d Bill Sefton, great Trojan vaulter of the .Uni, eW eCOf versity of Southern California, is shown as 
he cleared the bar at 14 feet, 7 Ys inches to set a new world's ,record in 
the event. The new mark breaks that set last year by Oregon s George 
Varoff. Wide World 
At Ohio State University 
. Screenstar Anita Louise selected 
Ellen Morley, Kappa Kappa Gamma, 
to be queen of the yearbook, The 
Ma~io. 
~ueen of the College 
. . . was the position 'of Betty Farn-
worth when she ruled over the Texas 
A. and I. College Lantana ceremonies 
last week,end. 
Fredric March judged 
Jean Fitzgerald one of the 
most beautiful co-eds on the 
side College campus. 
~ueen of the May 
.. at Earlham . College' s· unique 
bration was Eleanor Hecathorn, 
was elected outstanding senior 
'These producers must pull strings S OW "Mathematical marionetteers" is the 
high~sounding title given to Lehigh 
University's Prof. J. B. Reynolds and his wife and 
daughter, Jane. They are shown here taking a few 
minutes off from dad's theoretical mechanics to put 
on a show for a faculty party. 
S University 
of Cincin· 
Pres. Raymond 
crowns Mar~ 
Udry prom queen 
dance swing~timed 
Glen Gray and his 
Lomans. 
Here's the fighting finish of the 
9·9 seconds x~yard dash of the 
Stanford~Washington track meet 
which the former won by a score 
of 8o to 50. Humber of Washing~ 
ton is shown winning the hundred. 
STAUYOUR 
SMOKING OFF ON 
THE RIGHT FOOT. 
'PJZINCE ALBERT IS 
'aiMP CUT' TO 
'PACK RIGHT. IT 
"DrAWS SMOOTH 'f'<m 
a>OL, LASTING 
'PIPE 'PLEASURE 
50 pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert. 
ISN'T l'HAT !RUE, PROFESSOR? 
MANY A MAt-.! l-IAS RU"-1 ONTO 
REAL SMOKit-.iG PLEASURE 
"THROUGH BORROWING A 
PIPE-LOAD OF P.A. 
BACK GUARANTEE 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of 
Prince Albert. If you don't find 
it the mellowest, tastiest pipe 
tobacco you ever smoked, re-
turn the pocket tin with the rest 
of the -tobacco in it to us at any 
time within a month from this 
date, and we will refund full 
purchase price, plus postage. 
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds 
Tobacco Company, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina. 
... 
'This queen didn't get a crown 
Honor When the Holy Cross undergraduate club 
of Worcester, Mass., held its annual dance, 
PhylJis Croteau (right) was chosen by the club's members 
as "Miss Holy Cross." The runner-up was Martha Saltus 
(left). CoLLEGIATE Dm£51' Photo by Lavigne 
Trial One of the features of 
the novel law enforce, 
ment institute of Ashland College 
was a court trial of a drunken driver, 
with the above students acting as 
the jury. Intero~tion:tl 
T rainer ~eeping a champio~ship crew 
m top-notch form 1s a tough 
assignment for any trainer, bqt Trainer 
Mickey McLoughlin has done it for Penn's 
crews for the past ten years. He's shown 
here working on an important red and blue 
shellman. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST Photo by Silberstein 
Twenty schools will battle for outboard championships 
... Scramble With last year's chafilpion in France competing in an international race, this year's 
National Intercollegiate Outboard Championships to be held in June at · Saratoga 
Springs, N. Y ., bid fair to become a grand scramble for the individual high honors. Dartmouth, through 
force of numbers, is expected to gain a third leg on the team championship cup. Above is Gar Wood, Jr., 
of M.I.T., displaying some of the top-flight driving form that gained great fame for his illustrious father. 
Exduaive CoLLEGIAn DIGEST Photo 
Prescription: Have pet hates to be happy 
A d ·ce Dr. Walter Couth of the University of Georgia Vl shown telling members of one of his classes 
.. pet hates" are a strong factor in married life. He says that 
things draw two people more closely. together than mutual 
of certain things. . 
'They"Te winning pop-drinl{ing honors 
Speedsters Cleo Tyus helJ?s Ray M~ndez polish 
bottle of pop m record tune at the 
dance of the Civil Crew, Georgia School of Technology chapter 
the American Societv of Civil Emrineers. 
